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1. Introduction  
 
1.1. Background 
 
Global warming and the heat island phenomenon, both result in a temperature rise 
due to human activity. Though both yield a warming effect, the scale of the phenomenon and 
the mechanisms are quite different. As shown in Figure 1-1, global warming is a phenomenon 
in which the heat balance of atmosphere and oceans is changed on the global scale by the 
increase of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Temperature 
increases are also observed in the oceans and the arctic, far from large cities.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-1 Conceptual diagram of global warming 
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On the other hand, the heat island phenomenon, as shown in Figure 1-2, is that, the 
natural mechanisms which can suppress the temperature rise or promote the reduction of 
temperature are reduced by urbanization. The temperature of urban areas is observed to be 
higher than that of the surrounding land. The effect is relatively small on the scale of the entire 
planet. According to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), the influence of the heat island on the average world temperature is 
negligible, because the proportion of urban area to the world mass is small, it only contributes 
0.006 degrees per 10 years of the total rise, while it contributes 0 degrees for the oceans.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-2 Conceptual diagram of heat island 
 
The long-term changes in temperature at individual observation sites, can be 
different from the trend of the world average. The differences of trends for urban areas and 
non-urban areas have been shown the temperature data observed over about a century more 
than 150 meteorological stations and territory weather stations of the Japan Meteorological 
Agency (JMA). The rate of temperature rise was about 2.5 degrees per 100 years in Tokyo 
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and Osaka, and 2 degrees around Yokohama and Nagoya. This is much larger than the rural 
observation sites. 
It is considered that the rate of temperature rise in Japan due to global warming is 
generally equivalent to the temperature rise of places which have little influence from 
urbanization, about 1.15 degree. It can be said that the temperature rise of urban areas 
brought by heat island effect is of the same scale as that of global warming. 
In order to estimate the trend of global warming correctly, it is necessary to know the 
influence of the heat island phenomenon on air temperature observations. In addition, high 
temperatures in urban areas may yield physical discomfort or even be a health hazard, such 
as heat stroke. Due to these concerns, the Japan Meteorological Agency, is monitoring the 
heat island along with the global warming [1]. 
Electrical energy in Japan is produced from the oil, coal, nuclear power, hydropower 
and renewable energy that includes wind, geothermal, and solar energy [2]. Among them, 
nuclear power was a major contributor until the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 
2011. The public interest in energy and power source has increased since the great 
earthquake. On the other hand, power consumption per person in Japan is more than 
7800kWh per year, which is three times the world average. Saving energy is becoming a part 
of individual social responsibility. In addition, looking at the percentage of energy consumption 
used in buildings, the proportion for air conditioning and facilities is particularly large.  
The carbon dioxide emissions from energy consumption in the consumer sector 
account for 1/3 of the total carbon dioxide emissions in Japan [3]. The energy use that 
accounts for the largest proportion of carbon dioxide emissions for homes is electric energy. 
Reducing the energy consumption in buildings and homes has become an important issue 
due to the power shortage after the Great East Japan Earthquake. 
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1.1.1. Influence of buildings on the heat island phenomenon 
  
It is known that buildings in urban areas are a major factor in the heat islands. 
Focusing on the anthropogenic heat emissions, a study showed that exhaust heat from 
buildings accounted for approximately half of the anthropogenic heat in the city (Figure 1-3) [4]. 
In addition, the propotion of anthropogenic heat in the city from buildings has greatly 
increased over time. Therefore, in order to suppress the urban heat islands, research on 
reducing the contribution from buildings is key.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-3 Composition ratio of emissions source of anthropogenic heat 
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1.1.2. Countermeasures of the heat island contributions from buildings 
 
In order to suppress the urban heat island, there are many countermeasures that can 
be applied to buildings. One of those countermeasures is to use building coatings with highly 
reflective properties, this reduces the solar radiation absorbed by the building, thus the heat 
radiation from the building will become smaller at night. A second countermeasure is to 
improve the efficiency of the office automation (OA) equipment and air-conditioning 
equipment to directly reduce their waste heat to the atmosphere (Figure 1-4). A third 
countermeasure is changing human behavior to limit energy consumption, such as by 
developing a visualization system of energy consumption to prompt reducing the energy 
consumption of equipment in the building.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-4 Image of the energy flow in office building 
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According to the results of previous research of construction sector, exhaust heat 
from buildings accounts for two-thirds of the total urban exhaust heat. Therefore, in order to 
suppress the urban heat islands, this thesis focuses on the research in highly reflective 
materials applied to building outer walls or roofs. There are various types of highly reflective 
materials in Japan, such as highly reflective paints and highly reflective sheets. We introduce 
the highly reflective materials in detail in the Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. 
Lowering air conditioning demand and improving air conditioning efficiency will lead 
to reduced power consumption and carbon dioxide emissions by buildings. Therefore, in order 
to suppress the improvement of the air conditioning efficiency is also considered as an 
important countermeasure to urban heat islands. Research on improvement of the air 
conditioning efficiency, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
However, human behavior is also considered as an important influence factor for the 
power consumption of building. A visualization system for monitoring the power consumption 
of air conditioning and other equipment in a building can lead us to better awareness of the 
usage, and prompt us to conserve energy. On the basis of better understanding the power 
consumption of a particular building by using the visualization system, it becomes possible to 
propose even further energy saving measures for that building.    
 
1.1.3. Development of visualization system of energy consumptions of building 
 
     Aiming to suppress wasteful energy consumption behavior, “Building and Energy 
Management System” (BEMS) was developed by many energy-related companies to monitor 
the energy consumption in the buildings. However, the BEMS is not installed in all buildings 
due to the cost. Therefore, in this thesis, we have tried to develop a simple “BEMS” with low 
cost, and applied it to monitor the energy consumption of air conditioning, lighting and gas at 
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the Osaka City University Campus. The configuration of the visualization system of energy 
consumptions is shown in Figure 1-5. With the use of the simple visualization system, the 
wasteful energy consumption in classrooms lighting, air conditioning and gas, can be 
monitored and managed. The research on the visualization system of energy power 
consumption is detailed in Appendix 1.  
 With the need for energy saving activity in Japan, the power consumption of the 
Departments in University Campus must be managed. It is important to develop an energy 
saving plan for the campus as part of creating a “green campus”. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-5 Configuration of simple visualization system of energy consumptions 
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1.2. Outline of dissertation 
 
 The paper is configured as “Chapter 1: Introduction”, “Chapter 2: Durability of highly 
reflective roofing sheets (HRRS) installed on roofs”, “Chapter 3: Retro-reflective materials for 
application as a building coating”, “Chapter 4: Highly reflective materials and retro-reflective 
materials and their relationship to thermal properties of buildings and the urban environment” 
and “Chapter 5: Conclusions of the thesis”. The configuration is shown in Figure 1-6. 
 Chapter 1 is the introduction of paper. The background and purpose of this thesis, as 
well as countermeasures to mitigate the urban heat island are stated in this chapter.  
 Chapter 2 is related to the highly reflective materials installed on building roofs. The 
durability in practice is not well known. In order to verify the durability of highly reflective 
materials installed on the building roofs over long-term exposure, we carried out the field 
measurement of the solar reflectance of highly reflective roofing sheets installed on roofs of 
schools in Osaka from November 2010 until April 2012. In addition, we also analyzed the 
influence on the building heat loads of the school building before and after highly reflective roofing 
sheets were installed on the roofs.   
 Chapter 3 is related to the research on retro-reflective materials applied to the 
building outer walls. In order to confirm the retro-reflective materials are applicable to practical 
use, the experimental research on the performance and durability of retro-reflective materials 
was carried out from June 2010. Two types of retro-reflective materials were selected in this 
thesis, one is capsule sheet and the other is prism sheet. We proposed a method to measure 
their retro-reflectance, and verified their durability. Furthermore, in order to develop a more 
durable retro-reflective material, we covered the surface of retro-reflective material (prism 
sheet) with a type of glass with high transmittance and strength.   
  Chapter 4 is about highly reflective materials and retro-reflective materials and their 
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relationship to the urban environment and thermal properties of buildings with regard to the 
possible energy savings. The change in albedo of an entire urban canyon for building 
coatings with various reflective properties was compared. By increasing the albedo of urban 
canyons, and thus the entire city, there could be a significant change in the thermal balance of 
the city, reducing the heat island effect. In order to explore the optimal insulation thickness 
and reflectivity of outer walls for the best energy savings, the influence of the application of 
highly reflective materials and retro-reflective material as well as insulation material of the 
building coatings on the building heat loads was examined. However, before calculating the 
building heat loads, it is necessary to ensure the accuracy of the standard weather data used 
for heat load calculations. This research focuses on typical weather for building in China. One 
aspect of this research is improving the accuracy of the Chinese weather data regarding 
insolation. We refined the cloud ratio of Chinese Standard Weather Data (CSWD), which is 
one of the main standard year weather data among 4 sets of standard year weather data 
widely used for building heat load calculations in China. We proposed a refinement method to 
solar radiation of CSWD and examined the influence on the building heat loads with 
consideration of the cloud ratio of CSWD before and after refinement.  
 Chapter 5 is the conclusions of the thesis. In this chapter, the contents of each 
Chapter are summarized. The methods to mitigate the hot urban environments and energy 
savings of buildings are reviewed in this chapter.
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Figure 1-6 Configuration of doctoral thesis  
 
 
 
  Background and purpose  
Problems for highly reflective building coating    
Study on highly reflective material (HRM) 
         (In practical stage)  
Study on retro-reflective material (RRM) 
         (In experimental stage)  
Proposal to urban heat radiation environments and 
energy saving of buildings 
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2.  Durability of highly reflective roofing sheets installed on roofs 
 
2.1. Background of the highly reflective materials 
  
 The each local government or government of Japan is promoting the measures of 
heat island in urban structures, such as improvement of the earth surface coating and 
reduction of artificial waste heat emission. 
 In recent years, the heat island in Japan is increasingly affecting in urban structures. 
Therefore, there is a strong need to prevent the heat island effect. One of the important 
countermeasures to the heat island is to reduce thermal storage to buildings. The highly 
reflective materials (HRMs) such as highly reflective paints and highly reflective sheets 
applied to the building outer walls or roofs are a significant way to prevent heat from 
penetrating indoors. With much research underway, the reflective performance of these 
materials is being studied and such these materials have been applied to the building outer 
walls in Japan to suppress serious urban heat island. However, the durability of these 
materials is unknown well when those materials are exposed outsides over long-term. 
Therefore, in order to apply the HRMs (highly reflective paints and sheets etc) to the building 
coating widely, the durability of those materials must be verified in current research.   
 
2.2. Overview of the research 
 
 In this chapter, in order to verify the durability of the HRM in practical use, we carried 
out the field measurement of the solar reflectance of highly reflective roofing sheets (HRRSs) 
installed on the building roofs of 20 schools in Osaka of Japan over a span of time from 
November 2010 until April 2012. The locations of 20 schools are shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 Locations of 20 schools 
 
2.3. Overview of highly reflective roofing sheets  
 
 In February 2010, the HRRSs were installed on the roofs of about 70 primary and 
middle schools in Osaka. In this paper, in order to measure the actual solar reflectance after 
construction, we selected 20 schools from the 70 schools, with a fairly even spatial 
distribution. 
 In total, 5 types of HRRSs have been installed on the roofs of the 20 schools. Those 
HRRSs are all high solar reflectance in the near-infrared (NIR) range regardless of the 
reflectance in the visible (VIS) range. Table 2-1 shows the types of HRRSs and their 
specifications. 
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Table 2-1 Five types of HRRSs installed at the 20 primary and middle schools 
Type School No District Name Specifications 
A 
(white gray) 
No.5 
No.6 
No.7 
No.12 
No.13 
No.17 
No.20 
Fukushima 
Fukushima 
Konohana 
Minato 
Minato 
Naniwa 
Suminoe 
Solar reflectance is about 0.7 
(Model No: cool(#801) 
Conforms to JIS A 5759 
[5]
 
 
B 
(pearl gray) 
No.1 
No.3 
No.4 
No.8 
No.9 
No.10 
No.14 
Kita 
Miyakojima 
Miyakojima 
Konohana 
Nishi 
Nishi 
Minato 
Solar reflectance in Near-infrared range 
(780nm~2500nm) is about 0.662 
(Model No: V-10) 
Conforms to JIS K 5602 
[6]
 
C 
(silver gray) 
No.2 
No.15 
No.19 
Kita 
Taisho 
Abeno 
Solar reflectance in Near-infrared range 
(800nm~2100nm) is about 0.8 
(Model No: HR) 
Company internal measurement 
D 
(white gray) 
No.11 
No.16 
Nishi 
Tennoji 
Solar reflectance in Near-infrared range 
(780nm~2100nm) is about 0.75 
(Model No: Reflective Sheet) 
E 
(gray) 
No.18 Naniwa 
Solar reflectance in Near-infrared range 
(780nm~2100nm) is about 0.55 
(Model No: BSN-54) 
Company internal measurement 
 
2.4. Measurement items  
 
 In order to determine the reflectance of HRRMs installed on the roofs of 20 schools in 
Osaka, the measurement of relative reflectance were measured. As a factor affecting 
reflectance of HRRMs, we also placed the weather conditions such as the temperature in the 
measurement items.  
(1) Relative reflectance with visible range and relative reflectance with near infrared   
range of the HRRMs installed on the roofs of 20 schools [-] 
      (2) Temperature of measurement site [degree] 
      (3) Positions of the field measurement points, including the distance from the side,   
         the distance between each measurement point (10 measurement points) [m] 
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2.5. Instruments for field measurement 
 
 In order to measure the solar reflectance of HRRSs installed on the roofs of these 
schools after construction, small portable spectrophotometers were carried to the site, and the 
solar reflectance in visible (VIS: 400nm-780nm) range and the solar reflectance in 
near-infrared (NIR: 780nm-1700nm) range of HRRSs were measured separately. The 
instruments list is shown in Table 2-2. 
 
Table 2-2 List of instruments for filed measurement 
Instruments Specifications 
Spectrophotometer1 Wavelength range: 320~1000nm; Accuracy: ±0.005 
Spectrophotometer2 Wavelength range: 900~1700nm; Accuracy: ±0.005 
Light source Wavelength range: 360~2000nm; Power output: 6.5w; White 
Light fiber Wavelength range: 400~2500nm; Probe Ferrule: 6.35mm 
Thermometer Temperature range: -40~110°C; Temperature accuracy: ±0.3°C 
Infrared camera Temperature range: -40~120°C; Temperature accuracy: ±1°C 
  
 1) Small portable spectrophotometers (VIS and NIR) (1 + 1)   
 2) PC for solar reflectance data collection (1) 
 3) Thermometer for measuring field air temperature (1)  
 4) Digital camera for taking a photograph of the field (1) 
 5) Infrared camera for taking a thermal image of highly reflective roofing sheets (1) 
 6) Power outlet (1) 
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 7) Carriage for putting PC and small portable spectrometers (1) 
 8) Measuring ruler for measuring the distance of the measuring points (1)  
  
2.6. Measurement method 
 
 At each school, the measurement points were from the center toward the edges of 
the roof, 2 rows in the direction of the roof gradient, a total of 10 measurement points with 5 
measurement points for each row. The average value of the 10 measurement points was used 
as the solar reflectance of the school. Figure 2-2 shows the example of a measurement field 
at the field measurement No.10 school. Figure 2-3 shows the layout of the measurement 
points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2 A roof field measurement (at No.10 school) 
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  Figure 2-3 Layout of the measurement points 
 
 The installation method of the spectrophotometer is shown in Figure 2-4. Where, an 
artificial light source through an optical fiber is aimed at an incident angle of 45° onto the 
measurement point. From the measurement point, the reflection through optical fiber at the 
same angle of 45° goes to the spectrophotometer and processed by a laptop computer on site. 
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Figure 2-4 Installation method of the spectrophotometer 
 
 In addition, the air temperature was measured with a thermometer, and surface 
temperature of the HRRSs was also taken with an infrared camera. The installation method of 
infrared camera is shown in Figure 2-5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5 Installation method of infrared camera 
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2.7. Determination of solar reflectance 
 
 In order to determine the solar reflectance of HRRSs installed on building roofs of 20 
schools, we derive the result of solar reflectance by using the bellowing functions 2-1 and 2-2.  






dE
dE
e
)(
)()(
                          (2-1) 
100
)(')(
)(

 w                           (2-2) 
 Where, “ρe” is the solar reflectance, “ρ(λ)” is the spectral reflectance, “ρw(λ)” is the 
absolute reflectance of the standard white plate, “ρ'(λ)” is the relative reflectance of highly 
reflective roofing sheets (HRRSs) measured in the field, “E(λ)” is the spectral distribution of 
hemispherical solar irradiance specified in ISO 9845-1 [7]. 
 In this field measurement, based on the measurement method JIS K5602 [6] of 
Japanese Industrial Standards which determines the reflectance of solar radiation by paint 
film over the wavelength range 300 to 2500 nm using a spectrophotometer, we have adopted 
the wavelength range from 400 to 1700nm in this research because of the limit of the 
spectrophotometers used in the field measurement. 
 In this paper, we have arranged the solar reflectance measured with small portable 
spectrophotometers of 20 schools, the result of the relative reflectance of HRRSs installed on 
the roofs and the sample HRRSs, which are measured with the spectrophotometers, is shown 
in Figure 2-6.    
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Figure 2-6 the result of relative reflectance of HRRMs in 20 schools 
(Field measurement and sample measurement: Nov. 2010, Mar. 2011, Sep. 2011 and Apr. 2012) 
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2.8. Measurement result 
 
2.8.1. Overview 
 
 The solar reflectance of HRRSs was measured in November 2010 (about 9 months 
after construction), in March 2011 (about 13 months after construction), in September 2011 
(about 19 months after construction) and in April 2012 (about 26 months after construction). In 
addition, while measuring the solar reflectance of HRRSs over time, we also measured the 
solar reflectance of HRRSs after cleaning their surfaces. The results of the solar reflectance in 
different wavelengths (VIS, NIR, VIS+NIR) of HRRSs installed on the roofs of the 20 schools 
are shown in Table 2-3 and Figures 2-7, 2-8 and 2-9. 
Table 2-3 Basic statistics of the solar reflectance at VIS range, NIR range and VIS+NIR range 
(The lower row of statistics in each cell excludes the No.18 school, and the value in brackets is the 
value of the solar reflectance after cleaning) 
Item Solar reflectance (2010.11→2012.4)
[8]  
Wavelength 
range 
  All wavelength      
(400～1700nm) 
Visible                
(400～780nm) 
 Near-infrared             
(780～1700nm) 
Average 
0.48→0.49→0.45→0.43 
(0.54→0.55) 
0.49→0.50→0.46→0.44 
(0.55→0.56) 
0.43→0.44→0.40→0.38 
(0.50→0.50) 
0.44→0.45→0.41→0.39 
(0.51→0.51) 
0.54→0.55→0.51→0.49 
(0.61→0.61) 
0.55→0.56→0.52→0.50 
(0.62→0.62) 
Maximum  
0.55→0.57→0.54→0.56 
(0.62→0.64) 
0.55→0.57→0.54→0.56 
(0.62→0.64) 
0.51→0.54→0.50→0.52 
(0.59→0.61) 
0.51→0.54→0.50→0.52 
(0.59→0.61) 
0.60→0.62→0.60→0.61 
(0.69→0.70) 
0.60→0.62→0.60→0.61 
(0.69→0.70) 
Minimum  
0.24→0.24→0.24→0.23 
(0.37→0.37) 
0.43→0.45→0.38→0.30 
(0.48→0.49) 
0.17→0.17→0.18→0.17 
(0.26→0.26) 
0.39→0.39→0.31→0.26 
(0.42→0.41) 
0.34→0.34→0.33→0.32 
(0.52→0.52) 
0.48→0.50→0.45→0.36 
(0.55→0.56) 
Standard 
deviation 
0.06→0.07→0.07→0.08 
(0.06→0.06) 
0.03→0.04→0.06→0.07 
(0.05→0.04) 
0.07→0.08→0.08→0.09 
(0.08→0.08) 
0.04→0.05→0.07→0.08 
(0.06→0.06) 
0.06→0.06→0.07→0.08 
(0.05→0.05) 
0.03→0.04→0.05→0.07 
(0.04→0.04) 
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Figure 2-7 Result of the solar reflectance in visible (VIS) range of HRRSs installed on the roofs 
of the 20 primary and middle schools 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-8 Result of the solar reflectance in Near-infrared (NIR) range of HRRSs installed on the 
roofs of the 20 primary and middle schools 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-9 Result of the solar reflectance in all wavelength (VIS+NIR) range of HRRSs installed 
on the roofs of the 20 primary and middle schools 
 
(1011 = Nov 2010  1103 = Mar 2011  1109 = Sep 2011 1204=Apr 2012)    
(1011 = Nov 2010  1103 = Mar 2011  1109 = Sep 2011 1204=Apr 2012)    
(1011 = Nov 2010  1103 = Mar 2011  1109 = Sep 2011 1204=Apr 2012)    
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   We search the variance of measurement points which varies from 1 to 10 and 
measurement value for different periods (Nov. 2010, Mar. 2011, Sep. 2011 and Apr. 2012) at 
each location by using Friedman test [8]. It shows that there is no significant difference during 
the measurement points, and there is significant difference due to the different periods except 
for No.5, No.6, No.18 and No.20 schools. 
 Compared to the measurement result after 9 months construction (first field 
measurement in November 2010), the average value after 27 months construction (April 
2012) showed a decrease of about 0.05, the average value after 19 months construction 
(September 2011) showed a decrease of about 0.03, the average value after 13 months 
construction (March 2011) showed a decrease of only 0.01. The average solar reflectance of 
the 20 schools, excluding the No.18 school, is about 0.45 for all wavelengths (VIS+NIR) range, 
about 0.39 for visible range (VIS) and about 0.50 for near-infrared range (NIR). In most cases, 
the solar reflectance in the NIR is about 0.1 higher than it in the VIS range. The cause is that 
the HRRSs installed on the roofs are mainly designed with white/gray and gray color in color 
specification, and low reflectance in the VIS range and high reflectance in the NIR range. 
 One of the 20 schools, the No.18 school (Type E), differed greatly from the others. 
The building management chose a gray color to reduce “light pollution”. Its catalog value of 
solar reflectance in NIR (780nm~2100nm) is 0.55. At No.18 school, the measurement result of 
its solar reflectance decreased about just only 0.01 from November 2010 until April 2012. The 
value is about 0.17 for VIS, about 0.33 for NIR, about 0.23 for VIS+NIR.     
 We cleaned the surfaces of HRRSs in September 2011 and April 2012 and measured 
the solar reflectance after cleaning the surfaces. Comparing the result after cleaning surfaces 
(April 2012) with the result (September 2011), the solar reflectance changed even less. 
Comparing the result after cleaning surfaces with no cleaning, it showed that the solar 
reflectance increased about 0.16. 
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2.8.2. Comparison among the reflectance of 5 types of HRRSs 
 
 Comparing the solar reflectance in NIR from 5 types of HRRSs, Type A is about 0.57 
with the highest solar reflectance, the order of the others is Type C (about 0.50), Type B 
(about 0.46), Type D (about 0.39), and Type E (about 0.33). As explained above, Type E is 
much lower than the other 4 types.  
 Comparing the solar reflectance in NIR (see Figure 2-10) measured in March 2011 
with the solar reflectance measured in November 2011, the greatest change was a 0.02 
increase for Type A, with the others changing even less. The solar reflectance measured in 
September 2011 compared with the previous two solar reflectance values (March 2011 and 
November 2010), decreased about 0.02 for Type A, about 0.05 for Type B, about 0.04 for 
Type C, about 0.08 for Type D, and about 0.003 for Type E. Among 5 types of HRRSs, 
comparing the value after 27 months construction (April 2012) with the value (first field 
measurement in November 2010), the greatest decreasing 0.17 for Type D, and dirt 
accumulated on the surface of HRRSs is considered as the reason that solar reflectance 
decreased.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-10 Solar reflectance in the NIR range of 5 types of HRRSs 
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2.8.3. Comparison among samples of 5 types of HRRSs 
 
 Samples of new HRRS materials were purchased from the manufacturers and their 
solar reflectance was measured using the same technique as the field measurements in the 
laboratory. Because the instrument covers the measurement point completely blocking all 
outside light, there is no difference in light conditions between the field measurements and the 
laboratory measurements. The results of samples measurement are also included in Figure 
2-10. 
 The results show that the solar reflectance of field measurement is lower than the 
sample value of HRRSs. The difference ranges from 0.15 to 0.23. Exposure conditions and 
construction of HRRSs are considered as the cause that solar reflectance of field 
measurement is lower than the sample value of HRRSs. 
 Comparing the sample of type E with the other 4 types of HRRSs, the sample 
measurement is from 0.08 to 0.19 lower than the other 4 types. And except for the darker gray 
Type E, the solar reflectance of the samples and catalog in NIR is almost the same value for all 
types, about 0.7. The lowest sample’s solar reflectance in NIR is 0.57 for Type E.  
 
2.9. The study about impact factors of the reflectance of HRRSs 
 
 For the cause that solar reflectance of HRRSs measured in the field decreased, in 
this paper, we explored it from the dirt and degradation on the surface of HRRSs. 
 
2.9.1. The impact of dirt on the surface of HRRSs  
 
 As an example of the relationship between the measurement position and the solar 
reflectance, Figure 2-11 shows the solar reflectance for all wavelengths (VIS+NIR) range and 
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measurement position from the roof center to the roof edge for No.15 school. The gradient of 
measurement points 1 to 5 and 6 to 10 tend to decrease from the center to the edge. 
 It may be expected that in comparing the center measurement points with the edge, 
dirt accumulates easily on the edge due to rainfall, leading to the possibility that the solar 
reflectance of edge side will decrease as a result. However, in this research, we find no 
significant trend that the solar reflectance decreases from center to edge due to the difference 
in the wavelength (VIS+NIR) range. Furthermore, no significant change due to the difference 
in the VIS range (solar reflectance is about 0.05 lower than it in all wavelength (VIS+NIR) 
range) and NIR range (solar reflectance is about 0.05 higher than it in all wavelength 
(VIS+NIR) range) was found. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-11 Solar reflectance values for all wavelengths (VIS+NIR) range at different    
 measurement positions from the roof center to the roof edge 
 
 The solar reflectance of HRRSs after construction decreased as time. In order to 
search the cause that solar reflectance decreased, while carrying the field measurement out 
in September 2011 (after 19 months construction) and April 2012 (27 months construction), 
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we also measured the solar reflectance of HRRSs after cleaning the surface of HRRSs. It is 
showed that the results of measurement after cleaning surface in September 2011 and April 
2012 are nearly the same. Comparing the results with the value measured in November 2010, 
by the average value, it showed that the solar reflectance of 5 types of HRRSs is about 0.16 
recovered. In particular, the solar reflectance of type D after cleaning the surface is about 0.26 
recovered.  
 From the fact that solar reflectance was recovered significantly, the dirt deposited on 
the surface is considered as the main cause that solar reflectance decreased.          
  
2.9.2. The conditions of surface of HRRSs 
 
 A convex part of the HRRS was resulted from installation. The convex part of surface 
after installation is shown in Figure 2-12. Dirt can easily accumulate between the convex parts. 
The convex parts are also considered as the other cause that measured solar reflectance 
decreased.  
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2-12 Convex part of surface after installation 
 
 
 
Convex part     
1.15m      
0.75m       
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2.9.3. The impact of degradation on the surface of HRRSs 
 
 The solar reflectance of HRRSs after cleaning the surface was recovered, and the 
results of measurements after cleaning the surface of HRRSs in September 2011 and April 
2012 are nearly the same. From the fact that the solar reflectance of HRRSs was largely 
restored after cleaning the surface with distilled water, the deposition of dirt on the surface is 
considered as the main cause that the solar reflectance decreased. There is no degradation 
on the surface of the HRRSs in this study. The surface conditions (type D) before cleaning 
and after cleaning are shown in Figures 2-13 and 2-14. 
 
                       
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-13 The surface before cleaning      Figure 2-14 The surface after cleaning 
 
 
2.10. Comparison of the temperature of the roof installed with HRRSs and   
concrete material 
 
 In order to investigate the effect of temperature reduction after construction of 
HRRSs, we measured the surface temperature of No.6 school where both HRRSs and 
concrete material exist on the same building in September 2011 as shown in Figures 2-15 and 
2-16. With the air temperature was 16.2°C, the solar radiation at 803W/m2 and the average 
wind velocity at 2.1m/s measured at the school, the average temperature of the HRRSs is 
200mm 
  200mm 
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about 20.6°C (see Figure 2-15), about 8.3°C lower than the temperature of the concrete roof 
surface without HRRSs, which was about 28.9°C (see Figure 2-16). It is considered that the 
effect of temperature reduction will be larger in the hot summer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-15 The roof coated with HRRSs     Figure 2-16 The roof coated with concrete 
 
 
  
2.11. Conclusions  
   
 The solar reflectance of HRRSs installed on the roofs of 20 primary and middle 
schools was measured, leading to the following conclusions. 
(1) The average solar reflectance in all wavelengths (VIS+NIR) range is about 0.43, 
and the solar reflectance in the NIR range is about 0.49 for the 20 schools 
excluding the No.18 school which used darker color sheets. Furthermore, the 
solar reflectance in NIR is about 0.1 higher than the solar reflectance in the VIS 
range.  
(2) Except for the darker gray E type, the solar reflectance of the samples and 
catalog in NIR is almost the same value for all types, about 0.7. The solar 
reflectance in field measurements was between 0.15 and 0.23 lower than the 
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solar reflectance of the sample and the catalog values.  
(3) The solar reflectance of field measurements is extremely low at the No.18 school, 
it is only 0.33 in NIR, the cause is presumed that the solar reflectance in NIR 
range is 0.57 for HRRSs is adopted by building management of Type E. 
(4) Comparing the result measured in November 2010 with the result measured in 
March 2011, the solar reflectance of field measurement in 20 schools is only 
about 0.01 higher, but comparing the result measured in April 2012 with the first 
result measured in November 2010, the average value showed a clear decrease, 
of about 0.05. 
(5) Comparing the solar reflectance after cleaning the surface with the solar 
reflectance of the field measurements in November 2010, there was an overall 
increase of about 0.16. The solar reflectance after cleaning the surface 
approached the solar reflectance of samples, but a difference between 0.09 and 
0.20 remains, this is probably related to the installation method and environment 
exposure conditions.   
(6) From the fact that the solar reflectance of HRRSs was largely recovered after 
cleaning the surface with distilled water, dirt is considered as the main cause of 
decreased solar reflectance. Surface degradation was not examined in this 
paper.   
(7) Compared with the exposed concrete material, the temperature of the roof with 
HRRSs installed was about 8.3°C lower. 
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3.  Retro-reflective materials for application as a building coating 
 
3.1. Introduction of retro-reflective materials  
 
 Highly reflective materials (HRMs) can reflect solar energy to the sky, reducing solar 
radiation heat penetration into the urban canpy layer, and prevent an increase of urban 
surface temperature [10]. A research paper had reported that the surface temperature is 
decreased about 10°C by highly reflective surfaces [10]. Highly reflective roofs (often called 
“cool roofs”), can reflect solar radiation to the sky if there are no high buildings around it. 
However, if there are high buildings nearby, part of the reflection will be absorbed by those 
neighboring buildings and roads, causing them to become hotter, so the total effect against 
the heat island is limited. As shown in Figure 3-1, the retro-reflective materials (RRMs) can 
reflect light back along the incident direction, thus it can solve this problem by preventing the 
reflected sunlight from reaching neighboring buildings and roads.  
 Among the reflective materials with retro-reflective performance which are 
commercially available, many have been limited to specific applications, such as road traffic 
signs. Now, RRMs are being considered as building materials. In order to be practical, the 
durability and performance of it is necessary to be grasped as the first work in this research.  
                          
 
                                          
 
 
 
A: Diffuse reflection                             B: Retro reflection 
Figure 3-1 Example of solar radiation reflected by different building coatings (A and B) 
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3.2. Overview of retro-reflective materials 
 
 Three types of RRMs (enclosed lens, capsule, and prism) are usually available in 
Japan, but currently only capsule and prism are in common use in Japan. In this research, we 
choose 2 types of the RRMs to evaluate the changes in solar reflectance and retro-reflectance 
of these when exposed to the outdoors. Table 3-1 shows properties of three types of RRMs 
and Figure 3-2 shows the mechanism of these RRMs. 
 
Table 3-1 Properties of three types of RRMs 
 
 
                                                        
                                       
 
 
 
A: enclosed lens                  B: capsule                     C: prism  
Figure 3-2 The mechanism of RRMs (Enclosed lens; Capsule; Prism) 
 
The mechanism. Material Useful Life Retro-reflectance 
Enclosed lens Glass beads Over 5 years 7%~8% 
Capsule Glass beads Over 10 years About 20% 
Prism Glass lens Over 10 years About 40% 
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3.3. Outdoor exposure experiment of retro-reflective materials 
  
   In this chapter, we propose a method of determining the solar reflectance and 
retro-reflectance of RRMs by using the heat balance outdoors and by measuring solar 
reflectance with a spectrophotometer set in the laboratory. In addition, the research on 
changes in solar reflectance and retro-reflectance of RRMs (Capsule and Prism) over about 
25 months from July 2010 is presented, and the durability of RRMs after about 25 months is 
also presented.  
 
3.3.1. Outline of the experimental stands 
 
 We set up experimental stands on a roof at Osaka City University from July 2010 
facing south (as shown in Figure 3-3), with no obstructions to the sky exposure. The base 
reflecting plates, four square steel plates have side length of 500mm and thickness of 0.5mm. 
We attached two steel plates to one sheet of insulating material with the size 
1350mm×910mm×30mm, and mounted a pyranometer to one of the experimental stands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-3 The setup of experimental stands 
Pyranometer 
Capsule          
Prism       
White paint        
Black paint       
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3.3.2. Outline of spectrophotometer in the laboratory 
 
 We measured the solar reflectance of the RRMs (Capsule and Prism), a steel plate 
painted matte black and a steel plate painted matte white with the spectrophotometer set in 
the laboratory. The measurement wavelength ranges from 300nm to 2500nm, the incident 
angle of the spectrophotometer light source is 7 degrees (see Figure 3-4). The measurement 
equipment information is shown in Table 3-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Principle diagram of the integrating sphere  
(S: Light source; R: Diffuse reflection component) 
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Table 3-2 Measure equipment and detailed information in spectrophotometer measurement 
Measurement date Am 10:00~12:00 
Indoor temperature 26°C 
Measurement equipment 
UV-3600, Integrating sphere LISR-3100 
 (Accuracy: less than±0.01) 
Measurement wavelength range 300~2500nm 
Incident conditions and  
The light-receiving conditions 
Incidence angle: 7 degree 
Diffusion 
Standard white plate Spectralon 
 
3.4. Estimation of retro-reflectance of RRMs 
 
 We derived the retro-reflectance (ρret) of RRMs by subtracting the solar reflectance 
(ρspc) measured with spectrophotometer from the solar reflectance (ρtmp) evaluated by the 
heat balance from temperatures measured outdoors. 
   
3.4.1. Estimation method of ρret 
 
 It is considered that if the building outer wall material with diffuse reflection 
component is dominant, the solar reflectance of that measured with spectrophotometer will be 
reliable. In addition, it is possible to estimate the solar reflectance of the building outer walls 
material from heat balance outdoors.   
 The spectrophotometer in this research is designed such that the diffuse reflection 
component can be captured by the integrating sphere while the retro reflecting light is not. We 
derived the ρret of RRMs by subtracting the ρspc from the ρtmp, as shown in the following 
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formula (3-1). 
                 ρret =  ρtmp – ρspc                               (3-1) 
 
3.4.2. ρtmp of RRMs evaluated from heat balance of surface when outdoors 
 
 Solar reflectance of RRMs is derived from the heat balance of their surface when 
outdoors (see Figure 3-5). The measured items include the inner surface temperature (T1) of 
the steel mounting plate, the outer surface temperature (T2) of the insulation material, the 
surface temperature of the roof (Tg). Those items are measured with T-type thermocouples 
and data loggers set on the building roof. In addition, global irradiance (Eeg), diffuse 
irradiance (Eed), direct irradiance (Ees), air temperature (Ta), relative humidity (φ) and wind 
velocity (v) are also measured by separate solar irradiance measurement system set on the 
same roof at Osaka City University. All measurements were taken as average values over one 
minute interval. The functions for determination of solar reflectance of RRMs (ρtmp) are the 
following formulas. 
           ρtmp = 1 - qr / Ei                                        (3-2) 
           qqqq cdcvsr                                       (3-3)                                                                
           
4
1
44 )()()( TsTwsF swTasF saqs ga            (3-4)  
            )( 1 TThq acv                                         (3-5) 
            )(/ 21 TTLqcd                                       (3-6)      
   Where, “qr” is the amount of short wave irradiance [W/m
2], “qs” is the amount of long 
wave irradiance, “qcv” is the amount of convective heat transfer [W/m
2], “qcd” is the amount of 
heat conduction to insulation [W/m2], “Fsa” is the form factor from reflecting plate to air [-], “Fsw” 
is the form factor from reflecting plate to ground [-] (=1-Fsa), “εs” is the emissivity of reflecting 
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plate surface [-], “εa” is the atmospheric emissivity [-] (=0.526+0.076×sqrt (f(φ･Ta)), f(φ･Ta) is 
water vapor pressure of air), “εw” is the emissivity of ground surface [-], “δ” is 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (=5.67 x 10-8W/m2K4), “h” is convective heat transfer coefficient 
[W/m2K] (=2.34v+3.48) [11], where “v” is the air velocity [m/s] , “λ” is heat conductivity of 
insulation [W/mK], and “L” is the thickness of the insulation [m]. 
 For determination of solar reflectance of each day in this paper, we calculated the 
solar reflectance using the one minute interval measurements from 30 minutes before 
culmination to 30 minutes after, using the above formulas. The solar reflectance of each day 
was taken as the average of the values over this one hour period. 
                                  
                                                     
                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-5 A conceptual diagram of the heat balance of RRMs surface when outdoors 
 
 In order to make the incident angle of solar irradiance on the inclined reflecting plate 
consistent with the angle used during spectrophotometer measuring, it is necessary to keep 
the incident angle of solar irradiance on the inclined reflecting plate at 7°. The reflecting plate 
cannot simply be set to the horizontal. The plate angle was adjusted about every 3 days to 
keep the solar incident angle at 7° ±1° at culmination. The incident irradiance on the reflecting 
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plate can be calculated by the Perez model [12]. The functions for determination of incident 
irradiance are the following formulas. 
                      I rdsi IIE                             (3-7) 
                        Is = Ees × cosi                              (3-8) 
                        )cos1(  EedI d                        (3-9) 
                        )2/cos5.0(   EegI gr                 (3-10)     
 Where, “Ei” is the global irradiance of an inclined reflecting plate [W/m
2], “Is” is the 
direct irradiance of the inclined reflecting plate [W/m2], “Id” is the diffuse irradiance of the 
inclined reflecting plate [W/m2], “Ir” is the irradiance reflected by ground to the inclined 
reflecting plate [W/m2], “i” is the incident angle of solar irradiance on the inclined reflecting 
plate [deg], “θ” is the inclination angle of the reflecting plate [deg], “ρg” is albedo of ground [-].      
 
3.4.3. ρspc of RRMs measured with spectrophotometer 
 
 The determination of solar reflectance is calculated as that relative to a standard 
white plate as measured with the spectrophotometer. The relative reflectance was corrected 
to the absolute reflectance using the absolute reflectance of the standard white plate. Finally, 
the solar reflectance was determined using the absolute reflectance and the spectral 
distribution of solar radiation. The functions for determination of solar reflectance are the 
following formulas [6]. 
  



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                           (3-11) 
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
 w                               (3-12) 
 Where, “ρspc” is the solar reflectance, “ρ(λ)” is the spectral reflectance, “ρw(λ)” is the 
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absolute reflectance of the standard white plate, “ρ'(λ)” is the relative reflectance of RRMs 
(Capsule and Prism), black painted surface and white painted surface, “E(λ)” is the spectral 
distribution of hemispherical solar irradiance specified in ISO 9845-1 [7]. 
   The calculation result of ρspc shows that Capsule is 0.51, Prism is 0.40, white painted 
surface is 0.71, and black painted surface is 0.04. The relative reflectance of the four 
experimental materials measured with the spectrophotometer is shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-6 The relative reflectance of experimental materials  
 
3.4.4. Adjustment of the estimation results of ρret of RRMs 
 
 The example of linearity between ρtmp and ρspc of RRMs is shown in Figure 3-7. 
Looking at the results of ρspc and ρtmp evaluated from heat balance outdoors, it is indicated that 
the steel plates painted white and black have strong linearity. Much of the difference between 
the two methods can be explained by the results of the measurement error of the wind speed, 
as it affects the heat convection term in Equation (3-5). The remaining difference between ρspc 
and ρtmp evaluated from heat balance of surface of white paint and black paint is considered to 
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be due to heat loss of heat transfer from the edges of reflection plate. 
 If the ρspc is correct, the linearity is the error tendency of ρtmp. Therefore, we corrected 
the ρtmp using the linearity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-7 The example of linearity between ρtmp and ρspc  
(RRMs: Capsule and Prism; Paints: Black and White) 
 
3.5. Result of experiment 
 
   With respect to the durability of RRMs as can be applied to building, we have 
examined the changes in solar reflectance and retro reflectance of RRMs over about 25 
months of outdoors exposure.  
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3.5.1. Changes in solar reflectance and retro-reflectance of RRMs 
 
 From the beginning of the experiment to August 2012 over approximately 25 months 
(765 days), we have measured and calculated the solar reflectance and retro-reflectance of 
RRMs (Capsule and Prism) continuously, and showed the results in Figures 3-8, 3-9 and 
Tables 3-3, 3-4. We observed that the retro-reflective component of prism RRM is higher than 
that of capsule RRM, the initial difference between them is about 0.26, increasing to 0.41 over 
about 2 years. The solar reflectance values of both RRMs dropped steadily over the two years, 
with the capsule RRM showing much larger drops than the prism RRM. The prism RRM 
dropped reflectance slightly, from an initial value of 0.83 to 0.81. The capsule RRM dropped 
from an initial value of 0.69 to 0.51. 
 The retro-reflectance of both RRMs also dropped steadily, again with the capsule 
RRM showing much larger drops than the prism RRM. The prism RRM dropped from an initial 
value of 0.44 to 0.42. The capsule RRM dropped from an initial value of 0.18 to calculated 
values of zero within two years. The value of the end of the test period was 0.0072.    
Table 3-3 Solar reflectance (Capsule and Prism) 
RRMs Initial After 25 months reduction After cleaning 
Reduction recovered by 
cleaning (%) 
Capsule 0.69 0.51 -0.18 0.60 50% 
Prism 0.83 0.81 -0.02 0.8192 50% 
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Table 3-4 Retro-reflectance (Capsule and Prism) 
RRMs Initial After 25 months reduction After cleaning 
Reduction recovered 
by cleaning (%) 
Capsule 0.18 0.0072 -0.17 0.087 46% 
Prism 0.44 0.42 -0.02 0.43 50% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-8 Changes in solar reflectance of RRMs (Capsule and Prism) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-9 Changes in retro reflectance of RRMs (Capsule and Prism) 
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3.6. Examination on the accuracy of ρtmp 
 
 It is considered that the incident solar heat (qr) not only includes the heat conduction 
(qcd), convective heat transfer (qcv) and heat radiation (qs), but also includes the heat loss (ql) 
from the surrounding of the reflection plate. The schematic is as shown in the Figure 3-10. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-10 Schematic of the thermal flux on the reflection plate 
 
 The heat losses (ql) of the experimental reflection plate edge are greatly affected by 
the size of the reflection plate, so the accuracy of ρtmp of the RRM is also affected by the size 
of the reflection plate. We examine the influence of changing the size of experimental 
reflection plate (75mm, 300mm, 500mm and 700mm square) on the calculation ρtmp of the 
RRM. The relationship of ρtmp and solar reflectance measured by spectrophotometer (ρspc) is 
shown in the following formulas. The influence of the experimental reflection plate size on 
leading ρtmp is shown in Figure 3-11. 
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 Where, “xk“ is ρtmp [-], “yk” is ρspc [-], “a” and “b” are regression coefficients [-]. 
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Figure 3-11 Relation of ρtmp and ρspc 
 
 The regression coefficient (a) is calculated to be 1.56 when the plate size is 75mm, 
1.2 when the size is 300mm, 1.1 when the size is 500mm, and 1.05 when the size is 700mm. 
It is considered that the regression coefficient (a) approaches 1 by increasing the size of 
experimental reflection plate from 75mm to 700mm, further changes in the reflection plate 
size have less influence of the result. 
 In order to analyze the two-dimensional heat conduction of the experimental 
reflection plate, the analysis of thermal flux on the reflection plate was carried out by using the 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software ANSYS FlUENT 14.0[13].  
 The incident solar radiation to the reflection plate is assumed to be 800W/m2. The 
wind speed is assumed to be 0.2m/s, 0.5m/s and 0.8m/s, and the wind direction is from south 
to north. As an example, the analysis of thermal flux on the reflection plate by the size (75mm, 
200mm, 300mm, 400mm, 500mm, 700mm and 1000mm square) with the wind speed 0.5m/s 
are shown in Figure 3-12 respectively.  
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Figure 3-12 Thermal flux on the reflection plate with different sizes 
75mm             
300mm             
500mm             
700mm             
200mm             
400mm             
1000mm             
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 The result of the simulation analysis shows that the heat losses of the experimental 
reflection plate edge are affected by the experimental reflection plate size, and the heat losses 
are also affected by the wind speed. The influence of the experimental reflection plate size 
and wind speed on the heat losses of the experimental reflection plate edge is shown in 
Figure 3-13. It shows that the heat losses become smaller with increasing the experimental 
plate size from 75mm to 1000mm, and the wind speed from 0.2m/s to 0.8m/s. The heat losses 
with size (75mm, 300mm, 500mm and 700mm square) were measured and evaluated by 
experimental reflection plate in this research, and the heat losses with size (200mm, 400mm 
and 1000mm square) were evaluated by the CFD simulation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-13 Influence of reflection plate size and wind speed on the heat losses of edge  
 
 
 
 
75mm             
300mm             
500mm             
700mm             
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3.7. Analysis of dirty and degradation of retro-reflective materials surface 
 
 We explored the cause of solar reflectance and retro reflectance decrease from dirt 
and cracking on the surface of RRMs. 
 
3.7.1. Dirt on the surfaces of RRMs 
 
 We cleaned the surfaces of RRMs after about 25 months (765 days), and measured 
the solar reflectance after cleaning. The result shows, the solar reflectance of capsule RRM 
increased about 0.09, from a value after over 2 years of 0.51 to 0.60, and prism RRM 
increased about 0.01, from a value after over 2 years of 0.81 to 0.8192. Both of the RRMs 
recovered about 50% of the lost solar reflectance by cleaning (see Table 3-3). 
 The retro-reflectance of capsule RRM increased about 0.08, from a value after over 2 
years of 0.0072 to 0.087 with 46% reduction recovered by cleaning, and that of prism RRM 
only increased 0.01, from a value after over 2 years of 0.42 to 0.43 with 50% reduction 
recovered by cleaning (see Table 3-4).  
 We can infer one of the causes that the reflectance of RRMs decreased over time is 
due to the dust accumulated on their surfaces. And that the surface of capsule RRM is more 
susceptible to dirt accumulation on its effect than prism RRM. 
 
3.7.2. Degradation on the surfaces of RRMs 
 
 In order to estimate the impact of the degradation on the surfaces of RRMs, we have 
taken photos of the surface appearance of RRMs with a camera, and the photos are shown in 
Figures 3-14, 3-15 respectively. Photos of the surface appearances of RRMs after 765 days 
taken with a microscope are shown in Figure 3-16. 
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a. before experiment                             b. after 765 days 
Figure 3-14 Surface conditions of Capsule  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-15 Surface conditions of Prism 
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a. Capsule (200×magnification)                     b. Prism (200× magnification) 
 
 
 
 
 
c. Capsule (1000× magnification)                  d. Prism (1000× magnification) 
Figure 3-16 Surface appearances of RRMs after 765 days taken with microscope 
 
 We have found cracking on the surface of Capsule from Figure 3-16, but there was 
almost no cracking on the surface of prism RRM. In addition, from the measured result after 
cleaning the surfaces of RRMs, the reflectance of capsule RRM was not completely 
recovered. Degradation of surface is also considered to be one of the causes the solar 
reflectance and retro-reflectance of capsule RRM decreased. 
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3.7.3. Comparison of Capsule RRM and Prism RRM 
 
 We can conclude that the retro-reflectance of Prism RRM is higher than Capsule 
RRM, due to the experiment result. The reason the retro-reflectance of Prism is higher than 
Capsule is considered to be that the Prism is a reflective sheet in which high precision full 
cube corner reflective elements are used, yielding a very high reflection intensity of the 
incident light from the front.   
 Through durability experiment over long-term outdoors exposure on the two types of 
RRMs, we concluded that the durability of prism RRM is better than that of capsule RRM if 
they will be used for RRMs of building outer walls. Serious degradation in reflectance 
occurred on the surface of capsule RRM after about 25 months, with retro-reflectance 
dropping to nearly zero. It is not advisable for use on building coatings as a RRM. 
 
3.8. Experiment of improvement on the durability of RRM 
 
 In order to improve the durability of RRMs which will be applied to building outer walls, 
we cover a type of glass with high transmittance and high strength on the surface of RRM 
(Prism) to be a new RRM (Prism+Glass), and examine the durability which includes the 
change of retro-reflectance and surface cracking for the period from January 2014 until 
December 2014, about 340 days. 
 
3.8.1. Outline of the experiment  
 
 An experimental stand was set up facing south (as shown in Figure 3-17) on the roof 
at Osaka City University from January 2014, with no obstructions to the sky exposure. A 
square steel plate with side length of 700mm and thickness of 0.5mm was used as the base 
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reflection plate. We attached the steel plate to the upper surface of one sheet of insulating 
material with the dimensions 1350mm×910mm×30mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-17 Setup of experimental reflection plate with 700mm square 
(Left: actual stand; Right: model stand) 
 
 The mechanism of the new RRM (Prism+Glass) is shown in Figure 3-18, and the 
properties of the glass are shown in Table 3-5. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-18 Mechanism of the new RRM (Prism+Glass: Surface of prism coated by glass) 
                       Table 3-5 The properties of glass 
Thickness (mm) 3 
VIS transmittance (%) >91.3 
UV transmittance (%) >92.5 
Reflectivity (%) 2 
U value (W/m
2
K) 5.8 
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3.8.2. Changes of the ρtmp and ρret of the new RRM  
 
 We measured and evaluated the changes of ρtmp and ρret of the new RRM 
(Prism+Glass) for the period from January 2014 until December 2014 exposed outsides. The 
results are shown in Figures 3-19 and 3-20 respectively.  
 It is revealed that the ρtmp and ρret of the new RRM almost have no change for the 
period from January 2014 until December 2014, about 340 days. Its ρtmp keeps around 0.81, 
and its ρret keeps around 0.43 for the period.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-19 Change of solar reflectance (ρtmp) of the new RRM (Prism+Glass) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-20 Change of retro-reflectance (ρret) of the new RRM (Prism+Glass) 
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3.8.3. Verification of surface degradation of the new RRM  
 
 In order to evaluate the durability of the new RRM, we examined the surface cracking 
of the new RRM for about 340 days. The result is showed that there was almost no cracking 
on the surface of the new RRM (as shown in Figure 3-21) for the period from January 2014 to 
December 2014.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-21 Surface condition of the new RRM after 135 days exposed outsides 
 
3.8.4. Conclusions of the experiment  
 
 Comparing the ρret of the new RRM to it of previous RRM which is not coated with 
glass, it showed that there was almost no difference between them. In addition, the ρret of the 
new RRM has no change for about 340 days. Thus, it is considered that the durability of RRM 
may be improved by the glass coating.  
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3.9. Conclusions 
 
(1) In this chapter, we proposed a method of deriving the solar reflectance and 
retro-reflectance of RRMs.  
(2) The solar reflectance values of both RRMs dropped steadily when exposed to 
outdoors for a period of about 25 months (765 days), with the capsule RRM 
showing a much larger drop than the prism RRM. 
(3) The retro-reflectance of both RRMs also dropped steadily, again with the capsule 
RRM showing a much larger drop than the prism RRM. 
(4) For the examination of accuracy of ρtmp, it showed that the heat losses become 
smaller by increasing the experimental plate size and the wind speed. 
(5) Cleaning both RRMs at the end of the 25-month period, both recovered 50% of 
their lost reflectance, and 46% (capsule) or 50% (prism) of their lost 
retro-reflectance. 
(6) The cause of solar reflectance and retro-reflectance decrease of capsule RRM is 
considered to be dust accumulation and surface degradation. The cause the 
reflectance of prism RRM decrease is considered to be mainly the dirt 
accumulated on the surface, as there was almost no surface degradation.  
(7) It is considered that the durability of prism RRM is better than that of capsule 
RRM if they will be used for RRMs of building coatings. Capsule RRM is not 
advisable for use on building coatings as a RRM. 
(8) Currently, the cost of RRMs studied in this research is high. For practical use, it is 
necessary to improve the durability of RRMs and lower both the initial and 
maintenance costs. We carried out the experiment of improvement on durability 
of RRM, and it showed that the durability of RRM may be improved by the glass 
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coating. 
 
Appendix 
(1) The accuracy of ρspc, which has an accuracy of +/-0.01 based on the most recent 
calibration data of the instrument supplier.  
(2) The largest sources of known measurement error in the ρtmp calculation are the 
wind speed measurement error of 2%, which yields an error of up to 0.004 in ρtmp, 
and the temperature measurement error of 0.1°C, which yields an error of up to 
0.0013 in ρtmp. Thus, the measurement error in ρtmp is taken as +/-0.005. Another 
likely source of error is that the convective heat transfer coefficient h, is 
calculated based on an approximation for a flat plate, while this plate is inclined at 
about 20°~30°, which may also make the wind direction an influencing factor, as 
opposed to the case of a horizontal plate. 
(3) The measurement method JIS K5602 of Japanese Industrial Standards which 
determines the reflectance of solar radiation by paint film over the wavelength 
range 300 to 2500 nm using a spectrophotometer is close to ASTM C1549-09 
which determines solar reflectance of flat opaque materials in a laboratory or in 
the field at four wavelengths in the solar spectrum: 380nm, 500nm, 650nm, and 
1220nm using a commercial portable solar reflectometer. 
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List of Symbols 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Symbol Meaning Units 
ρret Retro-reflectance - 
ρspc Solar reflectance measured with spectrophotometer - 
ρtmp Solar reflectance evaluated from heat balance outdoors - 
ρ(λ) Spectral reflectance - 
ρw(λ) The absolute reflectance of the standard white plate - 
ρ'(λ) The relative reflectance of RRMs - 
E(λ) The spectral distribution of hemispherical solar irradiance w/m
2
 
qr Short wave irradiance w/m
2
 
qs Long wave emittance w/m
2
 
qcv The convective heat transfer w/m
2
 
qcd The heat conduction w/m
2
 
ql The heat loss w/m
2
 
T1 The inner surface temperature K 
T2 The outer surface temperature K 
Tg The surface temperature of roof K 
φ The relative humidity % 
v Wind velocity m/s 
Ta  Air temperature  K 
h Convective heat transfer coefficient w/m
2
K 
εs  The emissivity of reflecting plate surface - 
εa The atmospheric emissivity - 
εw The emissivity of ground surface - 
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant(=5.67 x 10
-8
W/m
2
•K
4
) - 
λ Heat conductivity of insulation w/mK 
L The thickness of the insulation m 
Ei Global irradiance of the inclined reflecting plate w/m
2
 
Is Direct irradiance of the inclined reflecting plate   w/m
2
 
Id Diffuse irradiance of the inclined reflecting plate w/m
2
 
Ir The irradiance reflected by ground to the inclined reflecting plate w/ m
2
 
i Incident angle of solar irradiance on the inclined reflecting plate deg 
θ Inclination angle of the reflecting plate deg 
ρg Albedo of ground - 
Fsa The form factor from reflecting plate to air - 
Fsw The form factor from reflecting plate to ground (=1-Fsa) - 
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4.  Highly reflective materials and retro-reflective materials and their 
relationship to thermal properties of buildings and the urban environments 
 
  By the previous chapter 3, it is known that the RRMs have played a significant role 
in mitigating urban heat island phenomenon. Unlike other highly reflective materials (HRMs), 
RRMs not only can be used for roofs, but also for the building outer walls, due to the special 
reflective directivity properties of RRMs. The RRM coating could decrease indoor cooling 
loads in summer. However, similar to the standard reflective materials, RRMs may increase 
indoor heating loads in winter. In total, RRM may be effective to improve the heat island 
phenomenon of entire urban canyon, but its influence on the building heat loads still need to 
be examined. Thus, in this chapter, to examine the urban heat radiation environment and 
energy saving of buildings if the HRM and RRM are applied as building coatings, at first, we 
compared the solar reflectance of entire urban canyon by building coatings with different 
reflective characteristics. The second, the influence of highly reflective roofing sheets installed 
on the school roofs on the building heat loads was examined. Finally, to explore the most 
energy saving building, we also explored the influence of reflectivity of RRM and thickness of 
insulation material of outer walls on building heat loads. 
 However, the accuracy of the input parameters for building heat load calculations 
must be ensured before the building heat load calculation is carried out, such as air 
temperature, humidity, solar radiation as well as the other factors. The cloud ratio (diffuse 
irradiance/global irradiance) of CSWD is smaller than the other sets of Standard Weather 
Data (CTYW, IWEC, SWERA) in May, June and July. Therefore, we refined the cloud ratio of 
CSWD in the three month (May, June and July) before building heat load calculations. In 
addition, we also proposed a method to refine the solar irradiance of CSWD in this chapter. 
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4.1. Relationship of urban albedo and reflectance of building coatings 
 
 By the previous research [14], in order to study the impact of reflective characteristics 
of urban surface that include reflection directivity and reflectivity on the solar reflectance and 
absorptance of urban canyon, as the target of urban canyon with simple two-dimensional 
shape, the solar reflection calculation of urban canyon was carried out by using Monte Carlo 
method[15].    
 
4.1.1. Overview of simulation  
 
 As shown in the Figure 4-1, the simulation is constituted by the ground surface, the 
two building walls and the boundary surface between the walls and sky. The basic setting 
conditions of calculation model are shown in Table 4-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram of two-dimensional urban canyon space 
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Table 4-1 Basic setting conditions of two-dimensional urban canyon space calculation 
 
 
4.1.2. Calculation condition  
 
 The solar reflectance of urban canyon is calculated under different reflective 
properties with diffuse reflection, mirror reflection and retro-reflection. The calculation 
condition is shown in Table 4-2. 
 
Table 4-2 Conditions of two-dimensional urban canyon space calculation  
Aspect ratio (H/D) 1.0 
Ground surface 
Reflectivity[-] : 0.2 
Reflective properties: diffuse reflection 
Walls  
Reflectivity[-]: 0.5;  
Reflective characteristics: diffuse/mirror/retro reflection 
Cases: 
A: 100% diffuse reflection; B: 50% diffuse + 50% retro;  
C: 100% retro reflection;   D: 50% diffuse + 50% mirror; 
 
 
 
Calculation location  Longitude: 135.5°E; Latitude: 34.58°N 
Sky condition Sunny sky; Atmospheric transmittance=0.7   
Solar irradiance (average) [W/m
2
]  
Summer: 579.9 [W/m
2
]; Autumn: 493.6 [W/m
2
]; 
Winter: 292.5 [W/m
2
] 
Axis direction of road East and west (north and south facing wall) 
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4.1.3. Calculation result  
 
 Comparing the solar reflectance of urban canyon with 4 types of different reflective 
properties (A, B, C, D case), it showed that the C case (100% retro-reflection) is the largest, 
followed by B case (50% diffuse + 50% retro), A case (100% diffuse) and D case (50% diffuse 
+ 50% mirror). In addition, for the ranking of solar reflectance of urban canyon by seasons, 
winter is the largest, followed by autumn and summer. The result is shown in Figure 4-2. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Comparison of solar reflectance of urban surface with 4 cases 
 
 Comparing the proportion of the solar radiation absorbed by the two building walls of 
urban canyon with 4 types of different reflective properties (A, B, C, D case), it showed that 
solar radiation absorptance of the two building walls by different reflective properties is almost 
the same, except for D case (50% diffuse + 50% mirror). In addition, for the ranking of solar 
radiation absorptance of the two building walls by seasons, winter is the largest, followed by 
autumn and summer. The result is shown in Figure 4-3.  
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Figure 4-3 Solar radiation absorptance of two walls with 4 cases 
 
4.1.4. Conclusions  
 
 In order to increase the solar reflectance of the entire urban canyon, the 
retro-reflective material of building outer walls is considered to be the most effective, 
compared to the other materials with diffuse reflection or mirror reflection. In addition, except 
for mirror reflection, the solar radiation absorptance of walls and ground are not changed due 
to building outer walls with different reflective properties. 
 
4.2. Influence of highly reflective roofing sheets on building heat loads  
 
 As an example of investigated No.10 school in Chapter 2, in order to examine the 
influence of highly reflective materials (HRM) installed on the roof on the building heat loads, 
we compare the building heat loads of the school after HRRS installed on the roof to before.  
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4.2.1. Overview of subject school  
 
 The plan view of the top floor (4-floor) of No.10 school building is shown in Figure 4-4. 
The structure of building is shown in Table 4-3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Figure 4-4 The plan view of top floor (4-floor) of No.10 school building 
 
Table 4-3 Structure of No.10 school building 
    School              
Part 
A: HRRS not installed B: HRRS installed C: HRRS + Insulation(50mm) 
Roof 
Rock wool(12mm)+Decorative 
gypsum board(9mm)+Air layer+ 
Concrete(150mm) + 
Mortar(15mm)+ Asphalt(10mm)+ 
Lightweight concrete(60mm) 
In addition to the left 
column: HRRS(2mm) 
In addition to the left column: 
Insulation(50mm) 
Floor 
Plastic tile(3mm)+Mortar(15mm)+Concrete(150mm)+Air layer+ Decorative gypsum 
board(9mm)+Rock wool(12mm) 
External wall Mortar(20mm)+Concrete(150mm)+Mortar(20mm)+Tile(8mm) 
Internal wall Mortar(20mm)+Concrete(120mm)+Mortar(20mm) 
 
 
4.2.2. Result and analysis  
 
 We compare the monthly and yearly heating and cooling loads of 4 floor of No.10 
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school under the A, B and C condition, which is shown in Table 4-3. The results are shown in 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 respectively.  
 From Figure 4-5, we compare B and C condition to A condition, it shows that the 
monthly cooling load of B condition decreased about 30 MJ/(m2-month) (13%), and C 
condition decreased about 32 MJ/(m2-month) (14%) in July. However, the monthly heating 
load of B condition increased about 25 MJ/(m2-month) (12%), and C condition decreased 
about 11 MJ/(m2-month) (5%) in March. In addition, August is summer holiday and December 
is winter holiday during one year, so there is no building heat loads on the two months.  
 From Figure 4-6, we compare B and C condition to A condition, it shows that the 
yearly cooling load of B condition decreased about 112 MJ/(m2-year) (21%), and C condition 
decreased about 91 MJ/(m2-year) (17%). However, the yearly heating load of B condition 
increased about 86 MJ/(m2-year) (8.7%), and C condition decreased about 77 MJ/(m2-year) 
(7.8%). In total, the heat loads of B condition is about 25 MJ/(m2-year) (2%) decreased, and C 
condition is about 168 MJ/(m2-year) (11%) during 1 year. Thus, the results showed that the 
roof installed with HRRS can decrease the cooling load in summer, but it can increase the 
heating load in winter. However, we can reduce the heating loads in winter by increasing the 
insulation material into the roof of building.   
 
4.2.3. Evaluation of carbon dioxide emissions  
 
 Using the emission factor of carbon dioxide, the annual load reduction is converted to 
carbon dioxide emissions. The carbon dioxide emission factor of Kansai Electric Power is 
about 0.475kg/kWh [16]. We use the emission factor of carbon dioxide to calculate the annual 
carbon dioxide emissions reduction, it shows that the annual carbon dioxide emissions 
reduction is about 0.73kg/(m2-year) under B condition, and about 3kg/(m2-year) under C 
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condition.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Monthly heating and cooling loads of No.10 school under A, B and C condition  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Yearly heating and cooling loads of No.10 school under A, B and C condition 
 
4.2.4. Conclusion  
 
 Building heat load was decreased in summer after the highly reflective roofing sheet 
installed on the school roof. However, it was increased in winter. Thus, it is considered that the 
highly reflective roofing sheet has disadvantageous for energy saving of buildings in winter.  
Therefore, it will be useful for the energy saving of buildings by using the combination of 
highly reflective materials and insulation on the roof to reduce the heat loads in winter. 
Summer holiday     
Winter holiday     
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4.3. Study on influence of highly reflective and retro-reflective materials on 
building energy saving  
 
4.3.1. Necessity of accurate weather data 
 
 In china, there are mainly 4 sets of Standard Weather Data that include CSWD 
(Chinese Standard Weather Data), CTYW (Chinese Typical Year Weather), IWEC 
(International Weather for Energy Calculations) and SWERA (Solar Wind Energy Resource 
Assessment). The details of 4 sets of Chinese Standard Weather Data are shown in Table 4-4.  
 According to the investigations, 4 sets of the main Standard Weather Data are 
available to be used in China. Standard Weather Data are available for 270 locations in 
CSWD, 57 locations in CTYW, 11 locations in IWEC and 45 locations in SWERA. In addition, 
each of the 4 sets of Standard Weather Data profiles were created using data from different 
years and measurement periods, so that, there is some variation between the 4 sets of main 
Chinese Standard Weather Data at each location [17].  
 Any data set among the Standard Weather Data sets was based on arranging the 
measured data. When the necessary weather elements were not measured directly, they 
were estimated by applying algorithms and interpolations to the measured weather elements. 
Temperature, absolute humidity and solar radiation are usually considered as the major 
elements for the building heat load calculations, so that the major elements must be ensured 
to be a relatively high accuracy.    
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Table 4-4 Summary of 4 sets of Standard Year Weather Data in China 
Item 
Solar Radiation 
Measured 
Elements 
Measured interval Interpolation 
CSWD 
(Chinese 
Standard 
Weather 
Data) 
Daily global solar 
radiation 
Daily 
Hourly sequence values are estimated by the Collores-Perein & Rabl model 
[18] 
and modified by judging the sky condition with Markov 
[19] 
chain. By the 
ratio of the measured daily global solar radiation and extraterrestrial global 
solar radiation on a horizontal surface, the sky condition is classified as 1 of 
3 conditions: Clear sky, cloudy/partly cloudy sky, or overcast sky. The hourly 
sequence values are corrected except for the clear sky condition. 
Splitting the component by sky conditions: Clear sky: Liu & Jordan 
[20]
.  
Cloudy sky: Hayagawa& Shimizu
 [21]
. Overcast sky: No direct radiation. 
CTYW 
(Chinese 
Typical Year 
Weather) 
Temperature, total 
cloud among and 
relative humidity 
Every 3 hours 
Temperature, total cloud amount, relative humidity and wind speed as the 
input elements are interpolated to hourly values, based on the measured 
solar radiation data of one year and using least squares fitting to estimate 
the formula for the solar radiation in each location. 
Splitting the component by Gompertz function of Zhang
 [22]
. 
IWEC 
(International 
Weather for 
Energy 
Calculations) 
Sky cover, aerosol 
optical depth, etc. 
Every 3 hours 
With the sky condition (clear sky·cloudy sky), the METSTAT 
[23]
 model is 
used on clear sky and the Kasten model 
[24]
 is used to correct the radiation 
for cloudy sky. 
The Perez model
 [25]
 is used to split the radiation. 
SWERA 
(Solar Wind 
Energy 
Resource 
Assessment) 
Sky cover, aerosol 
optical depth, etc. 
Every 3 hours Followed METSTAT. 
  
■ Chinese Standard Weather Data (CSWD) 
 
 Hourly solar radiation values of elements of Standard Weather Data were not 
available in China. For solar radiation of 4 sets of Standard Weather Data in China, only 
CSWD is measured data, but just only daily value, so that the hourly solar radiation of it must 
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be estimated by using some models and measured data. The hourly sequence values of 
CSWD are estimated [18] and modified by judging the sky condition with the Markov chain [19]. 
By the ratio of measured daily global solar radiation and extraterrestrial global solar radiation 
on a horizontal surface, the sky condition is classified as 1 of 3 conditions: clear sky, 
cloudy/partly cloudy sky or overcast sky. The hourly sequence values are corrected except for 
the clear sky condition. Splitting the components by sky conditions: clear sky [20]; cloudy sky 
[21]; overcast sky: no direct radiation.       
 With the comparison between the main 4 sets of Standard Weather Data in Shanghai 
(Longitude: 121.22°E; Latitude: 31.06°N), we find that the cloud ratios of CSWD in months 
May, June and July are smaller than the other 3 sets of Standard Year Weather Data in 
Shanghai of China (see Figure 4-7). There is a considerable difference between 4 sets of 
Standard Year Weather Data (CSWD, CTYW, IWEC, SWERA), the maximum monthly 
difference between them is above 0.3. Comparing all sets, the cloud ratio of SWERA is the 
largest, and CSWD is smaller than all others in May, June and July. Different estimation 
models of solar radiation and different separation models of solar radiation is considered the 
cause of this difference. The cloud ratios of CSWD in the months May, June, and July show 
the opposite trend compared with the other three sets of Standard Year Weather data, 
decreasing while others increase. Its average value is as small as 0.4 in May, June, and July, 
while the others three sets range from 0.5 to 0.7 over the same three months. In addition, the 
daily global solar radiation values of CSWD are given as zero in Shanghai on March 12, July 
10 and October 9 of the standard year.  
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Figure 4-7 Comparison of monthly cloud ratios between 4 sets of Standard Weather Data in 
Shanghai, China  
 
 In order to check the cloud ratios of the areas close to Shanghai, cloud ratios of 
measured solar radiation with high accuracy is necessary. We investigated the cloud ratios of 
solar radiation measured in several sites of Japan. The sites are shown in Table 4-5. We 
compared the cloud ratios of these Japanese sites. The Expanded AMeDAS Weather Data of 
Japan [26] is used. The monthly cloud ratios of the Japanese sites are shown in Figure 4-8. 
The cloud ratios of these sites are all above 0.5 in the months May, June and July. 
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Table 4-5 Summary of four sets of Standard Year Weather Data in China 
City Longitude Latitude 
Sapporo 141.21°E 43.03°N 
Aomori 140.44°E 40.49°N 
Akita 140.06°E 39.43°N 
Tokyo 139.45°E 35.41°N 
Nagoya 136.54°E 35.11°N 
Osaka 135.29°E 34.41°N 
Fukuoka 130.23°E 33.35°N 
Kagoshima 130.33°E 31.36°N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             Figure 4-8 Comparison of monthly cloud ratios among eight cities in Japan 
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 In this research, due to the CSWD solar radiation values of cloud ratio are not 
realistic for the months of May, June and July, and in order to obtain a higher accuracy of solar 
radiation for building heat load calculations, we use the Perez model [25], which is a separation 
model with high accuracy, to refine the solar radiation of the CSWD in Shanghai, China. We 
also propose a new refinement method to the solar radiation of CSWD that yields realistic 
values of cloud ratio by using the measured solar radiation observed at Tongji University in 
Shanghai of China.  
 In addition, we also have discussed the influence of solar radiation of CSWD before 
and after refined by us on the building heat loads. 
 
■ Solar radiation measured in Shanghai of China 
 
 In order to get more realistic solar radiation data, field measurement of solar radiation 
was carried out in Shanghai, China from January 2010.  
 
■ Overview of solar radiation measured in Shanghai  
 
 We placed a pyranometer on the roof of the medical building of Tongji University in 
Shanghai, China. A rotary shielding band was used to observe global solar radiation and 
diffuse solar radiation at 5-minute intervals. Figure 4-9 shows the installed pyranometer, and 
Table 4-6 shows the list of the observation equipment.
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Figure 4-9 The pyranometer set at Tongji University in Shanghai, China 
 
Table 4-6 Observation Equipments 
Equipment Data Interval 
Pyranometer ― 
Rotary Shielding band  5 minutes 
Digital instrument shelter 1 minute 
Data logger (for Pyranometer) 10 seconds 
 
 As an example of the data, Figure 4-10 shows the solar radiation which contains 
global irradiance and diffuse irradiance assembled from data taken over the period January 
2010 to July 2012. Due to equipment breakdowns, etc, there were gaps in data in some 
periods. The monthly cloud ratios from January to September were calculated as the average 
of the cloud ratios of all data points in each month. The values of monthly cloud ratio are 0.55 
in January, 0.62 in February, 0.63 in March, 0.52 in April, 0.54 in May, 0.60 in June, 0.51 in 
July, 0.50 in August, and 0.52 in September. 
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   Figure 4-10 Solar radiation measured in Shanghai, China 
(Assembled from data taken January 2010 to July 2012) 
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■ Sky condition classification 
 
 Global irradiance using Igawa’s formulation [27] with a clear sky, based on global 
irradiance of a clear sky with Linke turbidity factor is 2.5, is defined as the standard global 
irradiance. The ratio of global irradiance to standard global irradiance is an index of indicating 
the sky condition, called the clear sky index (Kc). The cloud ratio of a clear sky with Linke’s 
turbidity factor is 2.5 is defined as a standard cloud ratio. The ratio of cloud ratio to standard 
cloud ratio is an index of indicating the amount of direct irradiance, called the cloudless index 
(Cle). The clear sky index (Kc) and cloudless index (Cle) were derived from the Igawa’s 
formulations shown in the following formulations. 
     
 
 
 
 
  
 
 Where, “Ig” is global horizontal irradiance [W/m
2], “Ic” is the extraterrestrial direct 
normal irradiance [1367 W/m2], “m” is the relative optical air mass [28] [-], “TL” is Linke’s turbidity 
factor (=2.5, is assumed to be the maximum global irradiance), “γ” is solar zenith angle [deg], 
“Kc” is clear sky index [-], “Igo” is standard global irradiance [W/m
2], “Cle” is cloudless index [-], 
“Ce” is cloud ratio [-], “Ces” is standard cloud ratio[-] and “Id” is diffuse irradiance [W/m
2]. 
 Sky condition can be classified into five types by a combination of Kc and Cle. Of 
these, “clear sky” is defined as Kc from 0.7 to 1.0, and Cle from 0.6 to 1.0 [27]. The matrix of 
sky condition classifications is shown in Figure 4-11. 
)027.0exp(/84.0 mTmII Lcg                       (4-1) 
))07995.96(50572.0/(cos1 6364.1 m                           (4-2) 
 
 Kc = Ig  / Ig0                                                         (4-3) 
 
)1/()1( sCeCeCle                                                (4-4) 
gd IICe /                                                          (4-5) 
432 000001031.00001054.0003857.007698.001299.0 mmmmCes         (4-6) 
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Figure 4-11 The matrix of sky condition classification 
 
■ Daily cloud ratio measured in Shanghai 
 
 We choose one clear day in each month from January to September in Shanghai, 
China, and calculated the cloud ratio for each, based on our measured data observed on the 
roof of Tongji University of Shanghai, China. The results of calculated cloud ratio are shown in 
Figure 4-12. The cloud ratios of these days can be found in the sky condition classification in 
Figure 4-11, thus can be considered realistic. 
 As an additional example of the problem with the CSWD data, we found the cloud 
ratio of measured solar radiation in Shanghai with the lowest average daily cloud ratio in May 
(May 3), was about 0.25, and it is shown in Figure 4-13, while there were 7 cloudy days, with a 
cloud ratio of about 1.0. However, the average cloud ratio of CSWD in May is 0.4. Given 7 
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cloudy days, there must be at least 24 days that the value of daily cloud ratio is 0.25 or lower 
to meet the condition that the average monthly cloud ratio is 0.4 in May. This kind of result 
makes it even more difficult to consider the CSWD data for May, June and July is realistic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-12 Daily cloud ratios measured in Shanghai (From January to September) 
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Figure 4-13 The lowest daily cloud ratio in May 3, 2010 
 
■ Monthly cloud ratio measured in Shanghai 
 
 We calculated the average monthly cloud ratios of solar radiation measured in 
Shanghai, China, and compared the monthly cloud ratios of measured solar radiation in 
Shanghai to that of CSWD from January to September.  
 From the compared result shown in Figure 4-14, it is showed that the average 
monthly cloud ratio of measured solar radiation ranges from 0.5 to 0.63. We can also find that 
the monthly cloud ratio of measured solar radiation in Shanghai is a little larger than CSWD in 
February, a value from 11% to 20% larger than CSWD in May, June and July, and almost the 
same in other months. 
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Figure 4-14 Comparison of monthly cloud ratios between measured solar radiation and 
CSWD in Shanghai (From January to September) 
 
■ Refinement to the solar radiation of CSWD 
 
 Due to the problem that the monthly cloud ratios of CSWD in the months May, June 
and July are smaller than the other months as well as unrealistic, we apply the Perez model 
[25] to refine the solar radiation of CSWD, and propose our refinement method to the solar 
radiation of CSWD in May, June and July. 
 
■ Introduction of Perez model 
 
 The solar radiation separation of Perez model which is a solar radiation separation 
model with high accuracy, referred to converting hourly global irradiance into hourly direct 
beam solar radiation. We show the formulations of Perez model for separating direct solar 
radiation from global solar radiation. It is shown in the following. 
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)',,,'( KtWZKtXII disc                                       (4-7)                                             
)}]exp({[ mCBAI KI ncodisc                                 (4-8)     
        
432 000014.0000653.00121.0122.0866.0 mmmmKnc       (4-9) 
If, Kt ≤ 0.6, then, 
       
32 22.2286.256.1512.0 KtKtKtA                            (4-10)                            
       KtB 962.037.0                                                 (4-11)   
       
2048.2932.028.0 KtKtC                                     (4-12) 
If, Kt > 0.6, then, 
       
32 56.1149.2777.21743.5 KtKtKtA                         (4-13)           
       
32 9.3105.665.11840.41 KtKtKtB                            (4-14)     
       
32 81.730.2222.18401.47 KtKtKtC                          (4-15) 
 Where, I is direct irradiance, Idisc is the direct normal irradiance estimated by the 
DISC model, X (Kt', Z, W, ∆Kt') is a coefficient function of the four insolation condition 
parameters (see Table 4-7), Kt is the ratio of global to extraterrestrial irradiance on a 
horizontal plane, m is the air mass from Kasten, Io is the normal incident extraterrestrial 
irradiance. 
       )1.0))/4.99.0/(4.1exp(031.1/('  mKtKt                       (4-16)               
       Kt = ITH / I0.sinh                                                   (4-17) 
 Where, Kt' is clearness index, ITH is global irradiance, h is solar altitude. 
)(5.0' ' 1
''
1
'
  iiii KtKtKtKtKt                                   (4-18) 
 
 Where, the subscripts i, i+1, and i-1 refer, respectively, to the current, the next, and 
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the previous hourly record. If either the preceding or following hourly record is missing (e.g., 
beginning or end of day), ∆Kt' may be expressed as: 
'
1
''  ii KtKtKt                                                (4-19) 
 The atmospheric precipitable water W is estimated from surface dew-point 
temperature (Td), and the formulation is as: 
)075.007.0exp(  TdW                                        (4-20) 
 In summary, the four insolation condition dimensions are the solar zenith angle Z, the 
clearness index Kt', the stability index ∆Kt', and the precipitable water W. 
 The data base contains more than 58,000 records from 18 measurement stations at 
15 sites in North America and Europe. And the coefficients for model are derived via least 
squares fitting of a large experimental data base. 
 
Table 4-7 Bins used for function X (Kt', Z, W, ∆Kt') 
 
Bin # 
Kt' 
from     to 
Z (º) 
from    to 
W (cm) 
from    to 
∆Kt' 
from      to 
1 0.00 0.24 0 25 0 1 0.000 0.015 
2 0.24 0.40 25 40 1 2 0.015 0.035 
3 0.40 0.56 40 55 2 3 0.035 0.070 
4 0.56 0.70 55 70 3 ∞ 0.070 0.150 
5 0.70 0.80 70 80 0 ∞ ^ 0.150 0.300 
6 0.80 1.00* 80 90**   0.300 1.000* 
7       0.000 1.000^ 
 
■ Application of Perez model 
 
 At first, we have taken the diffuse irradiance separated by the Perez model from the 
global irradiance of Osaka, Japan measured at Osaka City University, and compare it to 
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diffuse irradiance measured at the same site. The result is in Figure 4-15, showing that the 
diffuse irradiance separated by the Perez model is almost the same as the measured diffuse 
irradiance.  
 As the next step, because the feasibility of Perez model is high, thus, we can apply 
the Perez model to refine the solar radiation of CSWD in May, June and July. We combine the 
direct irradiance and diffuse irradiance of CSWD in May, June and July into global irradiance, 
and convert global irradiance into diffuse irradiance and direct irradiance by using the Perez 
model. We compared the diffuse irradiance of CSWD reseparated by the Perez model to the 
original diffuse irradiance of CSWD. Examples of daily calculations showed that the average 
diffuse irradiance refined by Perez model is 89W/m2 higher than the average original diffuse 
irradiance of CSWD on May 27, 105W/m2 higher than CSWD on June 29, and 95W/m2 higher 
than CSWD on July 25. The cloud ratio refined by the Perez model is 0.32 on May 27, about 
0.21 higher than the original cloud ratio of CSWD, the value is 0.38 on June 29, about 0.27 
higher than original cloud ratio of CSWD, the value is 0.32 on July 25, about 0.24 higher than 
original cloud ratio of CSWD. The results are shown in Figure 4-16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-15 Comparison between measured diffuse irradiance in Osaka and diffuse solar 
radiation separated by the Perez model (August 20, 2013) 
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Figure 4-16 Diffuse irradiance of CSWD in Shanghai refined by the Perez model and authors’ 
refinement method 
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■ Authors’ refinement method to the solar radiation of CSWD 
 
 On the basis of measured irradiance observed at Tongji University in Shanghai, we 
propose our refinement method to the irradiance of CSWD for May, June and July. The 
refinement method proposed by the authors follows these steps. 
(1) Calculate the total of global irradiance (Ig_CSWD) and diffuse irradiance 
(Id_CSWD) in the three months May, June, and July of original solar irradiance of 
CSWD. 
 (2) Calculate the cloud ratio (Ce) of original solar irradiance (CSWD) hourly. 
 (3) Choose the cloud ratio (Ce) which is smaller than 0.5. 
 (4) Summarize the total of diffuse irradiance (Idx_CSWD), when Ce<0.5. 
 (5) Calculate the refinement coefficient (K) by the following formula: 
         {(Id_CSWD - Idx_CSWD)+(Idx_CSWD×K)} / Ig_CSWD = 0.52          (4-21) 
 Where, “Ig_CSWD” is the total of original global irradiance of three months (May, 
June and July) of CSWD [W/m2] , “Id_CSWD” is the total of original diffuse irradiance of three 
months (May, June and July) of CSWD [W/m2], “Idx_CSWD” is the total of diffuse irradiance, 
when cloud ratio (Ce)<0.5 [W/m2], “K” is refinement coefficient [-]. 
(6) Multiply the refinement coefficient (K) by the diffuse irradiance, when its hourly      
cloud ratio (Ce)<0.5. 
(7) Integrate the non-refined diffuse irradiance and refined diffuse irradiance of 
CSWD to yield the new refined solar irradiance of CSWD.  
 The refinement steps are shown in Figure 4-17. Examples of the solar irradiance of 
CSWD for May, June and July as refined by authors are also shown in Figure 4-16. The 
average cloud ratio refined by authors is 0.35 on May 27, about 0.24 higher than original 
cloud ratio of CSWD, the value is 0.40 on June 29, about 0.29 higher than original cloud ratio 
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of CSWD, the value is 0.33 on July 25, about 0.25 higher than original cloud ratio of CSWD.    
 The monthly cloud ratio of CSWD increased to 0.53 from 0.40 in May, to 0.55 from 
0.40 in June, and to 0.53 from 0.40 in July after refinement. The refined monthly cloud ratios 
of CSWD in May, June and July are shown in Figure 4-18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-17 The steps of authors’ refinement method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-18 The monthly cloud ratios (May, June and July) of CSWD after refinement 
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■ Comparison between Perez model and authors’ refinement method 
 
 To verify the feasibility of the refinement method proposed by authors, we have 
compared it to the Perez model, the comparison between them is shown in Figure 4-19. The 
correlation coefficient (R) between them is about 0.998, a relatively high value, so it is 
considered that the refinement method proposed by the authors can be applied to refine the 
solar irradiance of CSWD in the months May, June, and July.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-19 Correlation between Perez model and authors’ refinement method 
 
■ Influence of cloud ratio on building heat loads 
 
 To examine the effect of the changed cloud ratio on building heat loads, we make the 
clear sky index (Kc) unchanged and change the value of cloudless index (Cle) to estimate the 
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effect on building heat loads, using New HASP/ACLD-β [29]. We changed the sky condition as 
shown in Figure 4-20.  
 We assumed a glass building commonly seen in Shanghai, and used a cloudless 
index (Cle) ranging from 1.0 to 0.8. The effect of the cloud ratio on air conditioning load of the 
glass building is shown in Figure 4-21. It shows that the variation of cloudless index (Cle) (1.0 
~0.8) can bring an increase of building heat loads of about 10%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-20 Three types of sky condition (Global irradiance: unchanged; Diffuse irradiance: 
changed by Cle=1.0, Cle=0.9, Cle=0.8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Id (Cle=0.8)     
Id (Cle=0.9)     
Id (Cle=1.0)    
Ig (Kc=0.8)     
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Figure 4-21 The relationship between variation of cloudless index (Cle) (1.0 ~0.8) and variation 
of air conditioning load 
 
 
■ Impact on the building heat loads 
  
 We use the heat load calculations software (New HASP/ ACLD-β [29]) to examine the 
building heat loads in Shanghai from refined input solar irradiance data of CSWD. In addition, 
for the application of RRM coating to building, to arrive at the maximum energy-saving of 
building, we also estimate the impact on the heating and cooling load of simulation building in 
Shanghai by assuming to change the reflectivity and insulation thickness of building outer 
walls.  
 The floor of simulation building for calculating heating and cooling load is shown in 
Figure 4-22 [30], and the calculation condition and the schedule of internal heat generation are 
shown in Table 4-8 and Figure 4-23 respectively 
Cle=0.8        
Cle=0.9        
Cle=1.0        
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Figure 4-22 The floor plan of office building (Office area: 605.16m
2
) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-23 The schedule of internal heat generation 
 
Office         Office         
Air-conditioning         
    area             
EV Hall      
            
Air-conditioning         
     area          
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Table 4-8 Condition of building heat load calculations   
 
   Using input weather data of CSWD before and after refined the solar cloud ratio and 
the floor of simulation building (Figure 4-22), we examined the impact on the heating load of 
building in Shanghai. The New HASP/ACLD-β [29] is applied to calculate the air conditioning 
load. The result of heating and cooling load before and after refinement is shown in Figure 
4-24.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
External condition 
Standard Year Weather Data (CSWD: solar radiation refined ) 
Shanghai, China (Longitude: 121.22°E; Latitude: 31.06°N) 
Orientation of 
building 
East-West Road (South and North-facing wall) 
Amount of fresh 
air 
Infiltration 
Amount of fresh air into room 
(25m
3
/h・person; Weekday 9:00~18:00) 
0.3 times/hour 1.4 times/hour 
Internal heat 
generation 
Body  
(Latent heat: 0.084kg/h） 
Lighting  
(efficiency: 0.9) 
OA equipment 
(Sensible heat) 
0.2person/m
2
 20W/m
2
 5.8W/m
2
 
Air conditioning 
service 
Weekday 9:00~18:00 
Temperature and 
Humidity 
  
Heating season 
(Dec~Mar) 
Cooling season 
(Jun~Sep) 
Middle season 
(Apr~May ; Oct~Nov) 
Temperature(degree) 22 26 22〜26 
Humidity (%) 40 60 40〜60 
External wall 
   Roof: HRM  
 Outer walls: RRM  
Insulation thickness [mm] Reflectivity [-] 
10mm~200mm 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 
Ground Reflectivity [-]: 0.2    
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Figure 4-24 Annual heating and cooling load before and after refinement of cloud ratio of CSWD 
 
 Comparing the annual heating and cooling load after refined cloud ratio to before 
refinement, it is shown that the annual heating load is about 1.9kw/(m2-year) decreased, and 
the annual cooling load is about 2.3kw/(m2-year) increased. In total, the annual load is about 
0.4kw/(m2-year) decreased due to the cloud ratio after refinement. So that it is very important 
to refine the accuracy of the cloud ratio of solar radiation. 
 
4.3.2. Influence of reflectivity and insulation thickness of building outer walls on 
building heat loads 
 
 For application of RRMs, as the simulation (Figure 4-22), we estimate the heating 
and cooling load of simulation in Shanghai location by changing the reflectivity of outer wall 
from 0.1 to 0.8, and insulation thickness from 10mm to 200mm.  
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 In order to explore the most energy saving of building, the impact on heating and 
cooling load of simulation building by changing reflectivity and insulation thickness of outer 
wall are examined. The diagrams for exploring the optimal insulation thickness and reflectivity 
of outer wall were created and shown in Figures 4-25 and 4-26 separately.   
 From Figure 4-25, it shows that there is a tendency of cooling load decreased by 
changing the insulation thickness from 10mm to 200mm, while the reflectivity is below 0.60. 
However, when the reflectivity is above 0.60, there is almost no impact on cooling load by 
changing both the reflectivity and insulation thickness.    
 From Figure 4-26, it shows that there is almost no change of heating load even if 
changing the reflectivity of outer wall from 0.1 to 0.8, while the insulation thickness is above 
65mm.  
 We can use the two figures 4-25 and 4-26 to assume the most energy saving 
condition of the building in Shanghai. In addition, we can assume it in the other location by 
using the same method.   
 In order to mitigate the urban heat island and make the building be more energy 
efficient, it is effective to combine the proper insulation and RRMs.    
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Figure 4-25 Influence of reflectivity and insulation thickness on heating loads 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-26 Influence of reflectivity and insulation thickness on cooling loads 
 
 
4.4. Conclusions 
 
(9) Compared to the other outer wall materials with diffuse reflection or mirror 
reflection, it is known that the retro-reflective material of outer walls is the most 
0     
0     
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effective to increase the solar reflectance of the entire urban canyon. Furthermore, 
except for mirror reflection, the solar radiation absorptance of walls and ground 
are almost not changed due to the outer walls with different reflective properties. 
(10) The roof installed with highly reflective roofing sheet can decrease the 
cooling load in summer, but it can increase the heating loads in winter. However, 
we can reduce the heating loads in winter by increasing the insulation material 
into the roof of building. The yearly heat loads is about 25 MJ/(m2-year) (2%) 
decreased under the condition of HRRS installed on the roof, and it is about 168 
MJ/(m2-year) (11%) decreased under the condition of HRRS and 
insulation(50mm) installed on the roof in No.10 school. The annual carbon 
dioxide emissions reduction is about 0.73kg/(m2-year) after HRRS construction, 
and it is about 3kg/(m2-year) under the condition of HRRS and insulation(50mm) 
installed on the roof. Thus, it is considered that the combination of HRRS and 
insulation material is a more effective energy saving countermeasure. 
(11) By using the measured solar irradiance in Shanghai, we have examined the 
CSWD of Shanghai which is one of the main four sets of Standard Year Weather 
Data (CSWD, CTYW, IWEC, SWERA) in China, and found that the cloud ratios of 
CSWD are extremely small in the months May, June, and July, at about 0.4. It is 
difficult to be considered realistic. 
(12) In order to bring these data closer to the reality, on the basis of solar 
irradiance measured in Tongji University of Shanghai of China, we refined the 
original diffuse irradiance of CSWD by applying the Perez model. In addition, we 
also proposed a refinement method to CSWD in May, June, and July. After 
refinement, the monthly cloud ratio of CSWD increased to 0.53 from 0.40 in May, 
to 0.55 from 0.40 in June, and to 0.53 from 0.40 in July. 
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(13) We have made the comparison between Perez model and the authors’ 
refinement method. The correlation coefficient (R) between them is about 0.998, 
a relatively high value. Thus, the refinement method proposed here can be 
applied to refine the irradiance of CSWD in the months May, June, and July. 
(14) We also tried to examine the influence of cloud ratio (Ce) on the air 
conditioning load of buildings by changing the cloud ratio (Ce) while keeping the 
global solar radiation constant. From the result, it was shown that a variation of 
cloudless index (Cle) ranging over (1.0 ~0.8) can bring an increase of air 
conditioning load of about 10%.  
(15) The impact on heating and cooling load of simulation in Shanghai are 
estimated after refined the cloud ratio of irradiance of CSWD, it is shown that the 
annual heating load is about 1.9kw/(m2-year) decreased, and the annual cooling 
load is about 2.3kw/(m2-year) increased. In total, the annual load is about 
0.4kw/(m2-year) decreased due to the cloud ratio after refinement. 
(16) Accurate meteorological data play an important role in estimation of the 
average annual energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions of buildings, 
so it is necessary to do the research on improving the accuracy of solar irradiance 
standard data. 
(17) The application of building coating with RRM, is not only for mitigating the 
heat island of urban canyon, but also for saving energy consumption of building. 
The influence of reflectivity of RRM and thickness of insulation material of outer 
walls on the heat loads was examined in Shanghai of China. It showed that the 
building coating with RRMs combined by proper insulation material is the most 
effective to mitigate the heat island of urban canyon and reduce the energy 
saving of the buildings.    
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List of Symbols 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Symbol Meaning Units 
Ig Global irradiance w/m
2
 
Ic extraterrestrial direct normal irradiance (=1367) w/m
2
 
m Atmospheric path - 
TL Linke’s turbidity factor (=2.5) - 
γ Solar zenith angle deg 
Kc Clear sky index - 
Igo Standard global irradiance w/m
2
 
Cle Cloudless index - 
Ce Cloud ratio - 
Ces Standard cloud ratio - 
I Direct irradiance w/m
2
 
Idisc Direct normal irradiance estimated by the DISC model w/m
2
 
X Coefficient function of the four insolation condition parameters - 
Kt Ratio of global to extraterrestrial irradiance on a horizontal plane - 
m The relative optical air mass from Kasten (1989) - 
Io The normal incident extraterrestrial irradiance w/m
2
 
Kt ' Clearness index   - 
ITH Global irradiance w/m
2
 
h Solar altitude deg 
W The atmospheric precipitable water pa 
Td Surface dew-point temperature K 
Z Solar zenith angle deg 
∆Kt' The stability index - 
Ig_CSWD The total of original global irradiance of CSWD w/m
2
 
Id_CSWD The total of original diffuse irradiance of CSWD w/m
2
 
Ce The cloud ratio    - 
Idx_CSWD The total of diffuse irradiance (Ce<0.5) w/m
2
 
K Refinement coefficient - 
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5.  Conclusions  
 
5.1. Summary of each chapter 
 
 In this thesis, for the purpose of mitigating the heat islands of urban canyon, and the 
urban buildings are considered as the main factor that is affecting the heat islands in urban 
area strongly. Due to the large ratio of heat emitted from the building coating, we focus our 
research on the highly reflective materials and retro-reflective materials applied to building 
outer walls and roofs. Currently, due to the uncertainty of durability of such highly reflective 
materials, so even these materials are commercially available, but have not been widely 
applied to building coating. For example, the durability of the highly reflective paints is only 
less than 5 years. Therefore, the main research of this paper is to verify the durability of the 
HRMs and develop the new RRMs used to suppress the urban heat islands. We showed the 
results of each chapter in the following. 
 In the chapter 1, the background and purpose of this thesis were stated. In addition, 
in order to suppress the urban heat islands, many countermeasures were proposed. The 
configuration of doctoral thesis was described.  
 In the chapter 2, in order to examine the durability of highly reflective materials which 
were installed on the building outer walls actually, we measured the solar reflectance of highly 
reflective roofing sheets (HRRSs) installed on the building roofs of 20 schools in Osaka Japan 
over a span of time from February 2010 until April 2012 for evaluating the actual solar 
reflectance of such HRRSs. The results of chapter 2 are shown in the following. 
(1) The average solar reflectance in all wavelengths (VIS+NIR) range is about 0.43, 
and the solar reflectance in the NIR range is about 0.49 for the 20 schools 
excluding the No.18 school which used darker color sheets. Furthermore, the 
solar reflectance in NIR is about 0.1 higher than the solar reflectance in the VIS 
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range.  
(2) Except for the darker gray E type, the solar reflectance of the samples and 
catalog in NIR is almost the same value for all types, about 0.7. The solar 
reflectance in field measurements was between 0.15 and 0.23 lower than the 
solar reflectance of the sample and the catalog values.  
(3) The solar reflectance of field measurements is extremely low at the No.18 school, 
it is only 0.33 in NIR, the cause is presumed that the solar reflectance in NIR 
range is 0.57 for HRRSs is adopted by building management of Type E. 
(4) Comparing the result measured in November 2010 with the result measured in 
March 2011, the solar reflectance of field measurement in 20 schools is only 
about 0.01 higher, but comparing the result measured in April 2012 with the first 
result measured in November 2010, the average value showed a clear decrease, 
of about 0.05. 
(5) Comparing the solar reflectance after cleaning the surface with the solar 
reflectance of the field measurements in November 2010, there was an overall 
increase of about 0.16. The solar reflectance after cleaning the surface 
approached the solar reflectance of samples, but a difference between 0.09 and 
0.20 remains, this is probably related to the installation method and environment 
exposure conditions.   
(6) From the fact that the solar reflectance of HRRSs was largely recovered after 
cleaning the surface with distilled water, dirt is considered as the main cause of 
decreased solar reflectance. Surface degradation was not examined in this 
paper. 
(7) Compared with the exposed concrete material, the temperature of the roof with 
HRRSs installed was about 8.3°C lower. 
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 In chapter 3, with the limit that highly reflective roofs (often called “cool roofs”), which 
was stated in chapter 2, can reflect solar radiation to the sky if there are no high buildings 
around it. Thus, Retro-reflective materials (RRMs) are introduced in this chapter. It could 
reflect light back along the incident direction, thus it can solve this problem by preventing the 
reflected sunlight from reaching neighboring buildings and roads. Among the reflective 
materials with retro reflective ability which are commercially available, many have been 
limited to specific applications, such as road traffic signs. RRMs are being considered as 
building materials currently. Thus, to apply it to building coatings, the durability of it is 
necessary to be verified and improved. The results are shown as the following. 
(8) We proposed a method of deriving the solar reflectance and retro-reflectance of 
RRMs in this chapter. 
(9) The solar reflectance values of both RRMs dropped steadily when exposed to 
outdoors for a period of about 25 months (765 days), with the capsule RRM 
showing a much larger drop than the prism RRM. 
(10) The retro-reflectance of both RRMs also dropped steadily, again with the 
capsule RRM showing a much larger drop than the prism RRM. 
(11) Cleaning both RRMs at the end of the 25-month period, both recovered 50% 
of their lost reflectance, and 46% (capsule) or 50% (prism) of their lost 
retro-reflectance. 
(12) For the examination of accuracy of ρtmp, it showed that the heat losses 
become smaller by increasing the experimental plate size, and affected by the 
wind speed. 
(13) The cause of solar reflectance and retro-reflectance decrease of capsule 
RRM is considered to be dust accumulation and surface degradation. The cause 
the reflectance of prism RRM decrease is considered to be mainly the dirt 
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accumulated on the surface, as there was almost no surface degradation.  
(14) It is considered that the durability of prism RRM is better than that of capsule 
RRM if they will be used for RRMs of building coatings. Capsule RRM is not 
advisable for use on building coatings as a RRM. 
(15) Currently, the cost of RRMs studied in this research is high. For application 
of the RRMs, it is necessary to improve the durability of RRMs and lower both the 
initial and maintenance costs. We carried out the experiment of improvement on 
durability of RRM, and it showed that the durability of RRM may be improved by 
the glass coating.  
(16) In the summer, the RRMs on buildings can reduce indoor cooling load while 
significantly reducing the overall urban heat island effect by directing light back to 
the sky instead of to other buildings and the ground as with standard reflective 
material. However, similar to standard reflective materials, RRMs may increase 
indoor heating load in winter, possibly to a slightly greater extent due to the 
insulation backing. 
 In chapter 4, to apply the highly reflective materials (HRMs) and retro-reflective 
materials (RRMs) to the building outer walls actually, we compared the solar reflectance of 
entire urban canyon by building coating with different reflective properties. We also discussed 
the influence of reflectivity of RRM and insulation thickness of building outer walls on building 
heat loads to explore the optimal insulation thickness and reflectivity of outer walls for the 
most energy saving of building at the same time. For the importance of the standard weather 
data for heat load calculation, to improve the accuracy of standard weather data for 
calculating the heat load of buildings became more necessary. Thus, before discussing the 
influence on heat loads, we have examined the CSWD of Shanghai which is one of the main 
four sets of Standard Year Weather Data (CSWD, CTYW, IWEC, SWERA) developed in 
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China, and found that the cloud ratios of CSWD are extremely small in the months May, June, 
and July, at about 0.4. It is difficult to be considered realistic. Therefore, to improve the 
accuracy of solar irradiance of CSWD, we set a pyranometer on the roof of Tongji University in 
Shanghai to measure the solar irradiance of Shanghai from 2010. Using the measured solar 
irradiance data, we refined the cloud ratio and proposed our refinement method to CSWD. 
The results of this chapter are shown in the following.  
(17) Compared to the other outer wall materials with diffuse reflection or mirror 
reflection, it is known that the retro-reflective material of outer walls is the most 
effective to increase the solar reflectance of the entire urban canyon. Furthermore, 
except for mirror reflection, the solar radiation absorptance of walls and ground 
are almost not changed due to the outer walls with different reflective properties. 
(18) The roof installed with highly reflective roofing sheet can decrease the 
cooling load in summer, but it can increase the heating loads in winter. However, 
we can reduce the heating loads in winter by increasing the insulation material 
into the roof of building. The yearly heat loads is about 25 MJ/(m2-year) (2%) 
decreased under the condition of HRRS installed on the roof, and it is about 168 
MJ/(m2-year) (11%) decreased under the condition of HRRS and 
insulation(50mm) installed on the roof in No.10 school. The annual carbon 
dioxide emissions reduction is about 0.73kg/(m2-year) after HRRS construction, 
and it is about 3kg/(m2-year) under the condition of HRRS and insulation(50mm) 
installed on the roof. Thus, it is considered that the combination of HRRS and 
insulation material is a more effective energy saving countermeasure. 
(19) In order to bring these data closer to the reality, on the basis of solar 
irradiance measured in Tongji University of Shanghai, China, we refined the 
original diffuse irradiance of CSWD by applying the Perez model. In addition, we 
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also proposed our refinement method to CSWD in May, June, and July. After 
refinement, the monthly cloud ratio of CSWD increased to 0.53 from 0.40 in May, 
to 0.55 from 0.40 in June, and to 0.53 from 0.40 in July. 
(20) We also tried to examine the influence of cloud ratio (Ce) on the air 
conditioning load of buildings by changing the cloud ratio (Ce) while keeping the 
global irradiance constant. From the result, it was shown that a variation of 
cloudless index (Cle) ranging over (1.0~0.8) can bring an increasing of air 
conditioning load of about 10%.  
(21) The impact on heating and cooling load of simulation in Shanghai was 
estimated after refined the cloud ratio of solar radiation of CSWD. In addition, in 
order to make the HRM and RRM be applied to the building coatings (roof and 
outer walls), at the same time of mitigating the heat islands of urban canyon, the 
influence of reflectivity of HRM installed on the roof and RRM coated on the outer 
walls as well as insulation thickness of outer walls on the building heat loads was 
also examined in Shanghai. It showed that the building coating with RRM 
combined by proper insulation material is the most effective to mitigate the heat 
island of urban canyon and reduce the energy saving of buildings.   
 
5.2. Overall conclusions 
 
 In this doctoral thesis, the mitigation of urban heat islands is intended to reduce the 
exhaust heating from the building coatings. For mitigating heat island phenomenon of urban 
canyon, currently, there are various countermeasures and technologies being studied. In 
different ways, but the ultimate aim is the same, it is to contribute to suppress the urban heat 
island phenomenon. 
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 The highly reflective materials installed on the building outer walls and roofs can 
reflect the sunlight to the sky and the other directions. In the other words, those materials can 
reduce the heat into the building. Therefore, the highly reflective materials play an important 
role on preventing urban heat island phenomenon. However, the durability which contains the 
decreasing of solar reflectance and the surface degradation of the highly reflective materials 
installed on the building outer walls and roofs with long-term outside exposure is still not 
known well currently. Thus, the durability of highly reflective materials with long-term exposure 
outsides and the change in solar reflectance have to be studied and verified in this research. 
At present, the highly reflective materials cannot be applied to all the buildings, just only a 
small part of public buildings due to the difficulty of installation method and expensive cost. 
Furthermore, the highly reflective materials are usually applied to building roof, not the 
building outer walls, mainly due to the reflective directivity of the highly reflective materials. 
Therefore, the research on the highly reflective materials in the future should be focused on 
the cost, installation method as well as the reflective directivity of those materials. 
 On the other hand, among the highly reflective materials, currently, a type of the 
highly reflective materials called “retro-reflective materials” which have excellent reflective 
directivity are limited to be used as a specific purpose, such as a road traffic sign in Japan. To 
consider the application as a building coating, not only thermal performance of the 
retro-reflective material is necessary to be studied, but also the durability of retro-reflective 
material, as well as installation method of it, are also necessary to be examined. In this thesis, 
we verified the durability of two types of retro-reflective materials (RRMs) for the period of 
about 2 years, and it showed that the prism RRM is better than the capsule RRM, according to 
the value of retro-reflectance and the speed of deterioration. Therefore, in order to improve 
the durability of the RRMs, the experiment of improvement on the durability of RRMs over 
long-term exposure outside was carried out in this thesis, the result is shown that the 
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durability of RRM could be improved by a type of glass coating for the period of about 1 year 
(340 days). The time of experiment is limited, just only 340 days. However, it may take a 
longer time to arrive at a final conclusion that the durability of RRM could be ensured by the 
glass coating.    
 For application of HRMs and RRMs, the influence of those materials on solar 
reflectance (albedo) of urban canyon and building heat loads, are need to be examined. 
Especially, before the building heat load calculation, the first step is to ensure the accuracy of 
input parameters used for calculating the building heat loads. In China, there are mainly 4 sets 
of standard year weather data (CSWD, CTYW, IWEC, SWERA), the accuracy of these 
standard year weather data is being questioned, due to the difference of their number of 
points, observation method, and the configuration methods. CSWD is one of the main 4 sets 
of standard year weather data developed by different organizations in China. Among the 4 
sets of standard year weather data, in solar irradiance, only CSWD is measurement data, 
furthermore, only daily accumulated values. By analyzing the cloud ratios of CSWD, we have 
pointed that the cloud ratios of May, June, and July are smaller than the other months. 
Therefore, in order to ensure the accuracy of the solar irradiance of CSWD, we have refined 
the solar irradiance of CSWD, based on the measuring solar irradiance data observed at 
Tongji University in Shanghai of China. The measurement stations of solar irradiance are very 
few in China, thus, to improve the accuracy of meteorological data, the solar irradiance 
measurement in various regions of China became more important in the future. 
 In addition to the main contents of this doctoral thesis, which is stated in the Appendix 
1, the development of visualization system of energy consumption in buildings and the 
investigation of power consumption of campus by using this visualization system were also 
described. Reduction of the power consumption in buildings has become an important issue 
in current stage. It is one of important countermeasures to reduce the carbon dioxide 
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emissions from the buildings. To aim the user’s wasteful consumption behavior suppression, 
the utility of visualization of energy consumption became important. At the same time, 
focusing on simple and cheap visualization system of energy consumption in building, we 
have developed a simple and cheap visualization system of building energy consumption, 
which is possible to save power consciously. Currently, the “simple” and “cheap” visualization 
system is being used in Campus of Osaka City University, and in order to manage the power 
consumptions and set a green campus plan in the future, the power consumptions of lights, 
air conditioning in the campus were started to be monitored and measured from April 2013. In 
addition, we plan to apply and improve the system to the University Campus in China in the 
future due to the University Campus in China is wide, and energy consumptions in campus 
may be wasted more heavily than the other countries.    
 In total, for mitigation of global warming and heat island phenomenon, the 
countermeasures of highly reflective and retro-reflective coatings of buildings must be 
considered well, due to the proportion of exhaust heating from the buildings is very large, 
about 2/3 of the whole exhaust heating. The retro-reflective materials, which also belong to 
the type of highly reflective materials with excellent reflective directivity properties, are 
effective to mitigate the urban heat island phenomenon and improve the urban heat radiation 
environment. In addition, a method to support the building plan was proposed by using the 
combination of highly reflective materials (HRM) and retro-reflective materials (RRM) as well 
as the insulation of building coatings in this doctoral thesis.  
 Due to the strong concern of hot urban environments by global warming and heat 
island phenomenon, the policy to promote the buildings with highly reflective and 
retro-reflective performance has become important problem in the future.     
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Appendix 1: Development of visualization system of energy consumption 
 
1. Visualization system of power consumption 
 
The current transformers (CT) are installed in the electric distribution boxes of 
buildings of campus, which measure power consumption per minute. The power information 
can be grasped by the CT and transmitted to the Web visualization information. The CT can 
be done in a non-contact to the electric distribution and its display function can also be 
processed to display with a wide variety. The installation situation and schematic diagram of 
power measurement system are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Installation situation of CT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of power measurement system 
CT                   
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2. Visualization system of lights and air conditioning consumption 
 
The simple visualization systems of lighting and air conditioning power consumption 
are developed by using the WebCam which can monitor and grasp the usage of lighting, air 
conditioning and gas, collect and process the images of those consumptions, and convert the 
image information to the visualization information on the Web at last. The actual installation 
situations of Lighting and air conditioning are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.  
WebCam image delivery system, which was developed in this study, due to the 
analysis on the variation of intensity of the image, comparing the resolution of the camera, the 
cost is considered to be more important, so that there is no need to use a high-definition 
camera in this research. Therefore, the "CS-W05N" WebCam which is developed by Planex 
Communications Corporation was decided to use in this study. The detail of WebCam 
“CS-W05N” is shown in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Actual installation situations of Lighting 
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Figure 4 Actual installation situations of air conditioning 
 
Table 1 Detail of WebCam “CS-W05N” 
 
 
Visual field angle                               Horizontal: 44°; Verticality: 34°;                      
Pixel                                           300,000                                        
Resolution                                         
MJPEG: 640×480(VGA), 320×240(QVGA),     
160×120(QQVGA)                                  
Set of Image quality Brightness, contrast 
Function of Image transmission FTP, E-mail 
Power consumption                                    The maximum: 2.8W 
Time display                                         Corresponding to Time stamp  
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The images of lighting of classrooms are token and collected at 10-minute intervals. 
We grasp the usage of lighting by doing image analysis. The image analysis steps of 
determining the usage of lighting is the following. 
(1) Grayscale: make each pixel of the image be grayscale (0~255). 
(2) Frequency: calculate the frequency of each grayscale. 
(3) Analyze the most frequent position of a grayscale between lighting ON /OFF. 
The actual situation of lighting ON/OFF and the grayscale distribution of lighting 
image analysis are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Status of lighting (Left: OFF; Right: ON) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Comparison of the grayscale of lighting ON and OFF (Left: OFF; Right: ON) 
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It is shown that the most frequent position of a grayscale is clearly different between 
ON and OFF. The grayscale of the most frequency while the lighting is ON appears around 
220, and it appears around 10 while the lighting is OFF. 
For grasping the usage of air conditioning by analyzing the images token by 
WebCam, we put the ribbon on the air outlet of air conditioning and infer the operation time of 
air conditioning by observing the status of ribbon that is flowing while the air conditioning is in 
operation and that is hanging down while the air conditioning is not in operation.  
In order to determine the status of air conditioning, we judge it from the state of 
ribbon, so that only the part of ribbon is necessary and unnecessary parts are many. 
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of the calculation, we cut the unnecessary parts of 
ribbon, and make the pixel of the part image of ribbon be grayscale from 0 to 255, with the 
same as lighting image analysis. The part of ribbon cut from the whole air conditioning image 
and the grayscale distribution of air conditioning image analysis are shown in Figures 7 and 8 
respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 Part of ribbon cut from the whole air conditioning image  
ribbon cut         
ribbon cut         
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Figure 8 Grayscale distribution of air conditioning image analysis (Left: OFF; Right: ON) 
 
From Figure 8, it is shown that the frequency of grayscale (180~225) is not 0, around 
15 in the situation of air conditioning is OFF, and it is 0 in the situation of air conditioning is 
ON. 
 
3. Visualization system of gas consumption 
 
As is well known, gas consumption can be read from a number of gas meters. The 
previous section was shown how to understand the usage of the classroom by the lighting and 
air conditioning images. We try to monitor the gas consumption by same way as the lighting 
and air conditioning. If we can identify the number of gas meters on computer, the gas 
consumption will also be able to grasp. The image of gas meters is shown in Figure 9. 
We cut the numerical parts of gas meters image as the same size, and analyze the 
grayscale distribution of each numerical part. The cut numerical part of gas meter is shown in 
Figure 10.  
 
OFF         ON         
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Figure 9 Image of gas meter 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Cut numerical part of gas meter 
 
Because the shape of the numbers is different, the area of the white part or the 
number of white pixels is always different. Therefore, we can account the frequency of 
grayscale of white pixels to discover the difference during the cut white numbers. It is shown 
that RGB is distributed in the range of 180~210 respectively. The grayscale distribution of 4 
numbers is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Grayscale distribution of 4 numbers 
 
We calculate the number of pixels that fall within the scope of 180~210 grayscale, the 
number of pic1 (0) is 3780, pic2 (0) is 3895, pic3 (4) is 3381 and pic4 (2) is 2693.   
Looking at the result, it is close enough to the expected value. The number of pixels 
that fall within the scope of 180~210 grayscale exists a large difference during the number “0”, 
"4" and “2”.  
   For the pic1 (0) and pic2 (0), the expected value of number of white pixels between 
them is the same, because they have the same shape. However, there is a difference in 
practice. This is speculated to be the impact of shooting angle, sunlight and the dirt on the 
surface of gas meter.     
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4. Investigation of power consumption on Osaka City University  
 
Recently, efforts in reduction of primary energy consumption in the consumer 
business sector and university faculties have been examined [31]. As one of the energy saving 
measures in a university campus, the electric power consumption of the buildings must be 
managed. Evaluating the power consumption is necessary to develop a campus energy 
saving plan with the goal of creating a “green campus” in the future. Until now, the authors’ 
university has not thoroughly evaluated the power consumption of each faculty on the campus, 
apart from simple monthly reports of the power consumption. With the aim of this research is 
to investigate the actual power consumption on a university campus in Japan for use in 
planning of a “green campus”. As an example, we investigate the power consumption of the 
Osaka City University Sugimoto Campus for the period from April 2013 to March 2014 as part 
of promoting the “green campus” plan and application of similar monitoring mechanisms to all 
the buildings of the campus. 
 
(1) Overview of the investigation 
 
We divided the Sugimoto Campus into four areas (Figure 12 and Table 2) and 
calculated the power consumption used in these areas and in each individual building. We 
also estimate the power consumption of air conditioning, and the total annual carbon dioxide 
emissions of the campus. 
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Table 2 Overview of Sugimoto Campus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 Layout of investigated campus areas 
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(2) Investigated results 
 
 The power consumptions of four sections of Osaka City University Sugimoto Campus 
are investigated and calculated respectively by using visualization system of power 
consumption. 
 The Humanities area mainly contains the buildings of economic faculty, business 
faculty, law faculty and literature faculty. There are 10 buildings together, and the total footprint 
is 7991m2, and the total floor area is 25365m2. The monthly power consumption of each 
building in this area and total monthly power consumption of this area is shown in Figure 13. 
The power consumption of law faculty is the largest compared it to the other building in this 
area. This may be due to a relatively larger number of people using this building, the large 
east and west-facing area of the building affecting the solar load, special usage schedules 
and functions in the building, among other possibilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Monthly power consumption of each building in the Humanities area 
 
 
Total monthly power consumption 
in Humanities area                   
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 There are 4 main buildings in the Old Liberal Arts area, with a total footprint of 
8957m2, and total floor area of 27007m2. The monthly power consumption of each building in 
this area and total monthly power consumption of this area is shown in Figure 14. The power 
consumption of the Advanced Research Organization Building is the largest in this area. The 
reason is that the building includes experimental facilities as well as the city Health and Sports 
Research Center. Because the use of Common Research of Science building and the Basic 
Education Laboratory building is limited to simple classroom experiments in basic science 
subjects, the power consumptions of the two buildings are not as large as one would expect of 
a full-purpose laboratory building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 Monthly power consumption of each building in the old liberal arts area 
 
 The science course area is 16 buildings including the faculty of science, faculty of 
engineering and faculty of human life science. Many experiments with large equipment are 
performed in the laboratories there. Power consumption of this area is the largest. The total 
footprint of the buildings in this area is 14969m2, and the total floor area is 45593m2. The 
Total monthly power consumption 
in Old Liberal Arts area                   
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monthly power consumption of each building in this area and the total monthly power 
consumption of this area is shown in Figure 15. During the period from November 2013 until 
April 2014, the science faculty building stopped measuring power consumption due to 
reconstruction of the building. The faculty of human life science does not have large-scale 
experimental facilities. Hence, the power consumption is not as high as that of the science or 
engineering faculties. Yet it is still approximately 2.6 times that of humanities buildings with the 
exception of the law building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Monthly power consumption of each building in the Science area 
 
 The Academic Information Technology Center (A. I. T Center) area contains the 
university library and computer center as well as a restaurant. The footprint of the building, 
which has 4 underground floors and 10 floors above ground, is 2865m2, and total floor area is 
37434m2. The total monthly power consumption of the academic information technology 
center area is shown in Figure 16. 
 
 
Total monthly power consumption 
in Science Course area                   
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Figure 16 Monthly power consumption of each building in the A. I. T Center area 
 
 The total monthly power consumption of all 4 investigated areas of the campus is 
shown in Figure 17. It is shown that the power consumption in July is the highest, and the 
power consumption in summer (June-October) is larger than it in the other months. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 Total monthly power consumption of the campus 
Total monthly power consumption 
in  A. I. T Center area                   
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 To explore the change in power consumption of electric lights and plug load by 
weekdays, we investigate the two University-wide General Education buildings in detail, which 
is in the Old Liberal Arts area, and calculate the daily power consumption from April 2013 to 
March 2014. The daily power consumption of electric lights and plug load by weekdays is 
shown in Figure 18. In July, it is seen that the power consumption of Mondays tends to be the 
largest, at about 15kWh for each building, followed by Wednesday, Tuesday, Thursday, and 
Friday. The lowest values (excepting holidays) are on Saturday and Sunday during the 
semester. Comparing the largest power consumption of Mondays to the other weekdays, the 
value is from 1.2 to 2.5 times larger. However, there is also about 6kWh power consumption 
on Saturdays and Sundays.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Apr. 2013      May. 2013      
Jun. 2013      Jul. 2013      
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Aug. 2013      Sep. 2013      
Oct. 2013      Nov. 2013      
Dec. 2013      Jan. 2014      
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Figure 18 Daily power consumption in General Education Buildings (April 2013-March 2014) 
 
 In order to investigate the change of power consumption of electric lights and plug 
load by hour, the power consumptions by the time of day are tabulated. As an example, the 
largest power consumption on a Monday is shown in Figure 19. It shows that the peak time of 
power consumption occurs from 9:30 to 13:00, about 80kWh, with a slight dip at 15:00, and 
begins to decline slowly from 15:30. The reason is considered as that there are relatively 
more classes in the morning, and the classrooms are usually used by the students while they 
have their lunch. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19 Power consumption of electric lights and plug load by hour on July 8, 2013 
Feb. 2014      Mar. 2014      
July 8, 2013 (Monday)          
Peak time               
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 In order to explore the monthly changes in the power consumption of lights and plug 
load of classrooms in the Old Liberal Arts area, we have investigated the two University-wide 
General Education Buildings (Bldg. 1 and Bldg. 2) in the Old Liberal Arts area. The results and 
holiday schedule are shown in Figure 20 and Table 3 respectively. The lowest lighting and 
plug load occurs in August, September, February and March, because these months are 
holidays. However, the power consumption is still about 5.7×103kWh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20 Monthly power consumption of lighting and plug load in the two  
General Education Buildings 
 
Table 3 Holiday schedule of year 
First semester                              4/1 ~ 8/4 
Summer vacation                               8/5 ~ 9/30 
Second semester                            10/1 ~ 2/13 
New year break                                 12/23 ~ 1/6 
Spring vacation                              2/14 ~ 3/31 
 
 
 
The minimum power consumption month       
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(3) Estimation of the power consumption of air conditioning 
 
 In order to estimate the power consumption of air conditioning, the mid-term (April, 
May, October and November) is assumed to be non-air conditioning period, we use the 
average power consumption of the months to estimate the power consumption of air 
conditioning in summer and winter. The annual power consumption of air conditioning of 
Sugimoto Campus is shown in Figure 21. Comparing the annual power consumption of air 
conditioning of four areas in Sugimoto Campus, it is showed that the Science Course area is 
the largest in all the areas, followed by the Humanities area, Academic Information 
Technology center area and the Old Liberal Arts area. Looking at the whole, the annual power 
consumption by cooling load is 11.7×105kWh (8.7kWh/m2), and by heating load is 
7.57×105kWh (5.6kWh/m2). The power consumption by cooling load is about 4.1×105kWh 
(3.1kWh/m2) larger than the heating load. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21 Annual power consumption of air conditioning of Sugimoto Campus 
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(4) Estimation of the carbon dioxide emissions 
 
 Using the emission factor of carbon dioxide, the annual power consumption is 
converted to carbon dioxide emissions. The carbon dioxide emission factor of Kansai Electric 
Power is about 0.475kg/kWh [16]. We use the emission factor of carbon dioxide to calculate the 
annual carbon dioxide emissions of all the investigated building of Sugimoto Campus, shown 
in Figure 22. 
 From the estimated result, it shows that the carbon dioxide emission of Sugimoto 
Campus is about 6210ton per year, about 45.9kg/m2 per year. Comparing the carbon dioxide 
emission of all the investigation buildings, it shows that the carbon dioxide emission of 
Science Course area is the largest, about 2817ton per year (61.8kg/m2-year). It is greatly 
affected by such as machinery and laboratory equipment of science Course building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22 Monthly carbon dioxide emissions of Sugimoto Campus 
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5. Estimation of lights and air conditioning usage over class time  
 
 With the application of visualization system of power energy consumption on 
monitoring the lights and air conditioning usage with WebCam, the over used time of lights 
and air conditioning set in the building No.1 of Osaka City University Sugimoto Campus are 
investigated and calculated for the period from March 2013 to December 2013. The plan view 
of 2-floor and 3-floor of building No.1 is shown in Figure 23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23 Plan view of 2, 3-floor of building No.1 of Osaka City University Sugimoto Campus 
(The 2, 3-floor is used by Humanities faculty mainly, parentheses is wattage of lights in classrooms)  
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 The over used time of lights and air conditioning in the 2-floor and 3-floor classrooms 
of building No.1 is estimated by using simple visualization system. The results are shown in 
Figures 24, 25, 26 and 27 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24 Over used time of lights on 2-floor of Building No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25 Over used time of air conditioning on 2-floor of Building No.1 
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Figure 26 Over used time of lights on 3-floor of Building No.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27 Over used time of air conditioning on 3-floor of Building No.1 
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 From the result, we found that the largest over used time of lights and conditioning 
occurs on July and August. The reason is considered as the use of air conditioning due to 
cooling load in the hot summer. We show the total over used time of lights and air conditioning 
in 2-floor and 3-floor of Building No.1 for 10 months (from March 2013 to December 2013) in 
Figure 28. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28 Total over used time of lights and air conditioning 
 
 It is shown that the over used time of lights is about 5091 hours, and it of air 
conditioning is about 3579 hours from March 2013 to December 2013. The over used time of 
lights is 1512 hours longer than the over used time of air conditioning. One of the reasons for 
using characteristic differences between lights usage and air conditioning usage is considered 
as that the lights is used throughout the year, but the air conditioner is used only in summer 
and winter.  
 We convert the annual over used time of lights and air conditioning to the annual 
wasted power consumption. It is shown that the wasted power consumption of lights is 
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5685kWh and it of air conditioning is 1329kWh. In addition, the carbon dioxide emission can 
be also estimated from the power consumption, it of the lights is about 3154kg, and the air 
conditioning is about 737kg. The result is shown in Figure 29. 
 For a total of 17 classrooms, if the lights and air conditioning can be stopped regularly 
outside the class time, it can reduce the power consumption of about 7014kWh, carbon 
dioxide emission of about 3891kg in the lighting and air conditioning usage during one year. 
The other areas of the campus (Old Liberal Arts and Science Course area et.) are assumed to 
be the same ratio as the Building No.1. It is presumed that the wasted power consumption is 
about 54204kWh in all the Osaka City University Sugimoto Campus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29 Annual wasted power consumption and carbon dioxide emission 
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Appendix2: Program for calculations  
 
 Ⅰ.  Appendix A  
The program for reflectance of retro-reflective materials 
 
program reflection 
implicit none 
 
#real    :: ea         =0.526+0.076*sqrt(v(n,1)) 
#real    :: ji                   =v(n,2)*v(n,9)+v(n,3)*(1+cosθ)/2+v(n,10)*a*(1-cosθ)/2 
#real    :: jdn         =v(n,2) 
#real    :: jsh               =v(n,3) 
#real    :: tw   =273.15＋tw   =v(n,4) 
#real    :: ts     =273.15＋t1    =v(n,5) 
#real    :: t2            =v(n,6) 
#real    :: ta    =273.15＋ta   =v(n,7) 
#real    :: v                   =v(n,8) 
#real    :: cosi                =v(n,9) 
#real    :: jh                =v(n,10) 
 
real          :: ea     =0.526+0.076*sqrt(v(n,1)) 
real, parameter:: es=0.8    
real, parameter:: ew=0.8    
real, parameter:: kaku=20   
real, parameter:: l=0.03    
real, parameter:: r=0.04    
real, parameter:: a=0.25    
real, parameter:: fsa=0.97       fsa=(1+cosθ)/2 [-] 
real, parameter:: fsw=0.03       fsw=1-fsa [-] 
real          :: k                =r/l[w/k.m
2
] 
real          :: ac        
real          :: qs        
real          :: qcv       
real          :: qcd       
real          :: qr        
real          :: p        
real          :: ji        
integer       :: i, j, m 
integer, parameter:: n=1440, mm=10 
real          :: v(n,mm) 
 
k=r/l 
open(11,file='data.csv') 
open(12,file='reflection.dat') 
 
do i = 1,n 
  read(11,*)(v(i,m),m=1,mm) 
end do 
 
do j =1,n 
  ac = 2.34*v(j,8)+3.48 
  ji = v(j,2)*v(j,9)+v(j,3)*(1+0.94)/2+v(j,10)*a*(1-0.94)/2 
  ea = 0.526+0.076*sqrt(v(j,1)) 
  qs = -fsa*es*ea*5.67*10.**(-8)*(v(j,7)+273.15)**4-fsw*es*ew*5.67*10.& 
       &**(-8)*(v(j,4)+273.15)**4+es*5.67*10.**(-8)*(v(j,5)+273.15)**4 
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  qcv= ac*(v(j,5)-v(j,7)) 
  qcd= k*(v(j,5)-v(j,6)) 
  qr = qs+qcv+qcd 
 
  p=1-qr/ji 
  write(12,'(f12.2)')p 
 
end do 
 
close(11) 
close(12) 
 
end program   
 
 
Ⅱ.  Appendix B 
The program for sun locations calculation 
 
#file-name :: sunloca.f95 
#sun location program  
#file-1 (input)::deg-date.dat 
#file-2 (output)::sun-loca.csv 
 
program sun 
implicit none 
 
real,parameter::pi=3.14159265 
real::M     
real::do    
real::ep    
real::up    
real::et1   
real::et2   
real::et    
real::et_min          
real::M_rad,M2_rad,eu_rad,eu2_rad,et2_rad ![rad] 
real::L     
real::Lo    
real::delo    
real::del    
real::t     
real::delo_rad,del_rad ![rad] 
real::ph    
real::h     
real::A    
     
real::t_rad,ph_rad,h_rad,A_rad 
#real::sin_del_rad,del_rad_r,tan_et2_rad,et2_rad_r 
#real::sin_h_rad,h_rad_r,sin_A_rad,A_rad_r 
real::ph_deg,ph_minreal::L_deg,L_min 
integer::tt_h,tt_min 
real::tt_sec 
real::tt_tra   
real::ho    
real::yn    
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integer::do_yn 
integer::yy    
integer::mm    
integer::dd    
integer::tau   
real::tt    
integer::mdays(12) 
integer::D    
integer::i 
 
character(len=50)::data,out 
data mdays / 31, 28, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31, 31, 30, 31, 30, 31/ 
 
call getarg(1,data) 
#wirte(*,*)'data file :: ',trim(data) 
open(11,file=data) 
call skip('#',11) 
read(11,*)ph_deg 
read(11,*)ph_min 
read(11,*)L_deg 
read(11,*)L_min 
read(11,*)yy 
read(11,*)mm 
read(11,*)dd 
read(11,*)tau 
close(11) 
 
call getarg(2,out) 
#wirte(*,*)'output file :: ',trim(out) 
open(51,file=out) 
write(51,'(a)')'#program : sunloca.f95' 
write(51,'(a)')'#(input)::deg-date.dat' 
write(51,'(a,2(f5.0,a))')'#ph = ',ph_deg,'[°]',ph_min,'[′]' 
write(51,'(a,2(f5.0,a))')'#L = ',L_deg,'[°]',L_min,'[′]' 
write(51,'(a,i4,a,i2,a,i2)')'#date =',yy,'/',mm,'/',dd 
write(51,'(a,i4)')'#tau =',tau 
 
write(*,*)'+++ start , pi=',pi,'+++' 
ph=ph_deg+ph_min/60 
L=L_deg+L_min/60 
write(*,*)'ph = ',ph,'[°] = ',ph_deg,'[°]',ph_min,'[′]' 
write(*,*)'L = ',L,'[°] = ',L_deg,'[°]',L_min,'[′]' 
write(*,*)'yy =',yy,'mm = ',mm,'dd =',dd 
 
if (mod(yy,4)==0) then 
 mdays(2) = 29 
end if 
write(*,*)'mdays(2)=',mdays(2) 
 
yn=float(yy-1968) 
write(*,*)'yn=',yn 
 
do_yn=int((yn+3)/4) 
do=3.7+0.2596*yn-float(do_yn) 
!write(*,*)'do_yn=',do_yn 
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write(*,*)'do=',do 
 
D=0 
do i=1,mm-1,1 
 D=D+mdays(i) 
end do 
D=D+dd 
write(*,*)'D=',D 
 
M=360*(float(D)-do)/365.2596 
write(*,*)'M=',M 
 
M_rad=M*pi/180.0 
M2_rad=2*M*pi/180.0 
 
ep=12.39+0.0172*(yn+M/360) 
write(*,*)'ep=',ep 
 
up=M+1.914*sin(M_rad)+0.02*sin(M2_rad) 
write(*,*)'up=',up 
 
et1=M-up 
write(*,*)'et1=',et1 
 
eu_rad=(ep+up)*pi/180.0 
eu2_rad=2*(ep+up)*pi/180.0 
 
!tan_et2_rad=0.043*sin(eu2_rad)/(1-0.043*cos(eu2_rad)) 
!et2_rad_r=-atan(tan_et2_rad) 
!write(*,*)'tan_et2_rad=',tan_et2_rad 
!write(*,*)'et2_rad_r=',et2_rad_r 
 
et2_rad=-atan(0.043*sin(eu2_rad)/(1-0.043*cos(eu2_rad)))  
write(*,*)'et2_rad=',et2_rad 
et2=et2_rad*180.0/pi 
write(*,*)'et2=',et2 
 
et=et1+et2 
write(*,*)'et=',et 
et_min=et*(60/(360/24)) 
write(*,*)'*** et_min=',et_min 
 
delo=-23.4393 
Lo=135.0 
delo_rad=delo*pi/180.0 
 
!sin_del_rad=cos(eu_rad)*sin(delo_rad) 
!del_rad_r=asin(sin_del_rad) 
!write(*,*)'sin_del_rad=',sin_del_rad 
!write(*,*)'del_rad_r=',del_rad_r 
 
del_rad=asin((cos(eu_rad))*(sin(delo_rad))) 
write(*,*)'del_rad=',del_rad 
del=del_rad*180.0/pi 
write(*,*)'del=',del 
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tt_tra=12-et_min/60-4*(L-Lo)/60 
write(*,*)'tt_tra=',tt_tra 
tt_h=int(tt_tra) 
tt_min=int(60*(tt_tra-float(tt_h))) 
tt_sec=60*(60*(tt_tra-float(tt_h))-float(tt_min)) 
write(*,*)'tt_h=',tt_h,'tt_min=',tt_min,'tt_sec=',tt_sec 
 
ho=90.0-ph+del 
write(*,*)'ho=',ho 
 
write(51,'(a,f8.4)')'# tt_tra =',tt_tra 
write(51,'(a,2(i3,a),f5.2,a)')'# tt_tra =',tt_h,'[h]',tt_min,'[min]',tt_sec,'[sec]' 
write(51,'(a,f6.2)')'# ho =',ho 
write(51,'(a)')'# tau' 
write(51,'(a)')'# h' 
write(51,'(a)')'# A' 
write(51,'(a)')'# tt' 
write(51,'(i4)')tau 
 
do i=0,(86400/tau)-1,1 
 tt=float(i*tau)/(60*60) 
 
 t=15*(tt-12)+(L-Lo)+et 
 !write(*,*)'t=',t 
 
 t_rad=t*pi/180.0 
 ph_rad=ph*pi/180.0 
 
 !sin_h_rad=sin(ph_rad)*sin(del_rad)+cos(del_rad)*cos(ph_rad)*cos(t_rad) 
 !write(*,*)'sin_h_rad=',sin_h_rad 
 !h_rad_r=asin(sin_h_rad) 
 !write(*,*)'h_rad_r=',h_rad_r 
 
 h_rad=asin((sin(ph_rad))*(sin(del_rad))+(cos(del_rad))*(cos(ph_rad))*(cos(t_rad))) 
 !write(*,*)'h_rad=',h_rad 
 h=h_rad*180.0/pi 
 !write(*,*)'h=',h 
 !sin_A_rad=cos(del_rad)*sin(t_rad)/cos(h_rad) 
 !write(*,*)'sin_A_rad=',sin_A_rad 
 !A_rad_r=asin(sin_A_rad) 
 !write(*,*)'A_rad_r=',A_rad_r 
 
 A_rad=asin((cos(del_rad))*(sin(t_rad))/(cos(h_rad))) 
 !write(*,*)'A_rad=',A_rad 
 A=A_rad*180.0/pi 
 !write(*,*)'A=',A 
 
 write(51,'(f6.2,a,f6.2,a,f8.4)')h,',',A,',',tt 
end do 
close(51) 
 
end program sun 
 
subroutine skip(mk,no) 
implicit none 
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character(len=1)::mk !mark(sharp mark) 
character(len=80)::str 
integer::no     
 
str(1:1)=mk     
      !  
 
do while(str(1:1)==mk) 
 read(no,'(a)')str   
 if(str(1:1)=='#') then 
#  write(*,'(a)')trim(str) 
 end if 
end do 
backspace(no)    
 
return 
end subroutine skip 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ⅲ.  Appendix C 
The program for hourly average calculation from 1 minutes interval data 
 
program read 
implicit none 
 
integer         ::i, j, k, stat, t, m, w, p 
integer, parameter ::n=7200,mm=59,dd=365,dh=24 
real          ::v(n,mm),s(mm) 
real                  ::d1,d2,d3,d4 
 
open(11,file='cadac.csv') 
open(12,file='0518a.csv') 
open(13,file='average.csv') 
open(14,file='diff.csv') 
open(15,file='0518b.csv') 
open(16,file='flux.csv') 
open(17,file='south_flux.csv') 
#write(14,*)' outdoor, indoor-A, indoor-B, glove-A, glove-B' 
 
do i=1,n 
 read(11,*)(v(i,j),j=1,mm) 
end do 
 
do k=1,120     #24blocks 
 
 do j=1,mm 
  s(j)=0    #make them zero 
 end do 
 do t=1,60 
  i=(k-1)*60+t                #relation function 
         do w=1,mm 
   s(w)=s(w)+v(i,w)  #cumulative to summary by enery row 
   end do 
 end do 
 do p=1,mm 
  s(p)=s(p)/60   #make them average 
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 end do 
 
d1=s(1)-s(3) 
d2=s(5)-s(7) 
d3=s(12)-s(54) 
d4=-(s(9)-s(47)) 
 
write(13,'(59f12.2)')(s(w),w=1,mm) 
write(14,'(4f12.2)')d1,d2,d3,d4 
write(16,'(2f12.2)')-s(9),-s(47) 
write(17,'(4f12.2)')s(8),s(27),s(18),s(28) 
#write(14,'(5f12.2)')s(6),s(1),S(3),s(44),s(45) 
end do 
 
do i=1,n 
 write(12,'(59f12.2)')(v(i,j),j=1,mm) 
      write(15,'(8f12.2)')v(i,1),v(i,3),v(i,5),v(i,7),v(i,12),v(i,54),-v(i,9),-v(i,47) 
end do 
 
close(11) 
close(12) 
 
end program 
 
Ⅳ.  Appendix D  
The program for load calculations of building with New HASP/ACLD 
 
HASP/ACLD/NEWB                            TEST            SHANGHAI                                             
BUIL       31.285121.47  30.2    10  24.0    50   500  
CNTL         1  0  1  0  1    12 20     1  1    12 31  1100 50 75 
EXPS N        90.  180. 
EXPS E        90.  -90. 
EXPS S        90.    0. 
EXPS W        90.   90. 
EXPS H         0.    0. 
WCON OW     35 12 
WCON WCW    27 20 22300 27 20 36  8 
WCON ACW    71 25 22300 27 20 36  8 
WCON RF     75 12 31  9 92    22150 43 10 82 25 23 60 
WCON ACRF   71 25 22150 43 10 82 25 23 60 
WCON TKRF   22150 43 10 82 25 23 60 
WCON TYKW   22150 27 20 
WCON KFL    41  3 22150 92    31  9 75 12 
WCON ACFL   22150 71 25 
WCON TKW    22300 
WCON TSJT   74 25 22150 41  3 
WCON TKKT   66 25 22150 41  3 
WCON UW     27 20 22120 27 20 
WCON HSR    22 
WCON HR     22 
SEAS         2  2  2  3  3  1  1  1  1  3  3  2 
WSCH WSCH    1  1  1  1  1  2  3  3  3 
DSCH OCUP    9 70 13 35 14 70 18 35 19 17 19     9 70 13 20 15  0 24 
DSCH LIGH    9 80 13 56 14 80 19 40 21  0 24     9 80 14 40 16  0 24 
DSCH HEAT    9 50 13 25 14 50 18 25 18           9 50 13 25 14  0 24 
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SDAY         1  2  1  3 12 31 
OPCO OPC1    9 18 13     8 26 26 60 60  1  8 22 22 40 40  1  8 26 22 60 40   6.0 
 
SPAC 2FNPWSCH    4.4   3.6   3.4     0    65. 
SOPC OPC1     150   100   150   100 
WNDW     N     19                         89. 
OWAL OW  N     10 90                      89. 
IWAL UW          0.5                      22. 
IWAL KFL         0.0                      130. 
BECO HSR                     0.7   0.7    18. 
BECO HR                      0.6   0.3    25. 
INFL     N      1      0.1 
LIGH LIGH       1    20  1 
OCUP OCUP       3   0.2  1 
HEAT HEAT       1   5.8        1 
FURN              20    40 
 
SPAC 2FEPWSCH    4.4   3.6   3.4     0    65. 
SOPC OPC1     150   100   150   100 
WNDW     E     19                         89. 
OWAL OW  E     10 90                      89. 
IWAL KFL         0.0                      130. 
BECO HSR                     0.7   0.7    18. 
BECO HR                      0.6   0.3    25. 
INFL     E      1      0.1 
LIGH LIGH       1    20  1 
OCUP OCUP       3   0.2  1 
HEAT HEAT       1   5.8        1 
FURN              20    40 
 
SPAC 2FSPWSCH    4.4   3.6   3.4     0    65. 
SOPC OPC1     150   100   150   100 
WNDW     S     19                         89. 
OWAL OW  S     10 90                      89. 
IWAL UW          0.5                      22. 
IWAL KFL         0.0                      130. 
BECO HSR                     0.7   0.7    18. 
BECO HR                      0.6   0.3    25. 
INFL     S      1      0.1 
LIGH LIGH       1    20  1 
OCUP OCUP       3   0.2  1 
HEAT HEAT       1   5.8        1 
FURN              20    40 
 
SPAC 2FWPWSCH    4.4   3.6   3.4     0    65. 
SOPC OPC1     150   100   150   100 
WNDW     W     19                         89. 
OWAL OW  W     10 90                      89. 
IWAL KFL         0.0                      130. 
BECO HSR                     0.7   0.7    18. 
BECO HR                      0.6   0.3    25. 
INFL     W      1      0.1 
LIGH LIGH       1    20  1 
OCUP OCUP       3   0.2  1 
HEAT HEAT       1   5.8        1 
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FURN              20    40 
 
CMPL 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Ⅴ.  Appendix E 
The program for Dynamic Global to Direct Conversion Models by Perez                
 
!C                     *******************************                
!C                     * Perez beam irradiance model *                
!C                     ******************************* 
!C 
!C R.R. Perez, P. Ineichen, E.L. Maxwell, R.D. Seals, A. Zelenka : 
!C Dynamic Global to Direct Conversion Models, ASHRAE Transactions 
!C Research Series, pp.154-168 (1992)                
!C 
!C E.L. Maxwell : A Quasi-physical Model for Converting Hourly  
!C Global Horizontal to Direct Normal Insolation, 
!C Report SERI/TR-215-3087, Solar Energy Research Institute,  
!C Golden CO (1987) 
!C 
!C CEN/TC89 : 
!C Definition of Climatic Data for Evaluation of Energy and Moisture  
!C Performance of Buildings - Part1 :  
!C Monthly Means of Single Meteorological Elements, pp.20-29 (1995) 
!C                                                                          
!C   PROGRAMMED BY:   HOWARD M. BISNER (PEREZ)                              
!C   REVISED BY   :   ANTOINE J.F. ZELENKA                                  
!C   REVICED BY   :   KAZUHIRO SOGA 
!C   ARGUMENTS: G(3) - GLOBAL IRRADIANCE               (MJ / SQ. METER)     
!C              Z(3) - SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE              (RADIANS)            
!C                TD - DEW POINT TEMPERATURE           (DEGREES C)          
!C                I0 - TOA NORMAL BEAM OF DATE         (MJ / SQ. METER)     
!C               ALT - ALTITUDE OF SITE                (METERS)             
!C   RETURNS  :   DN - BEAM IRRADIANCE                 (MJ / SQ. METER)     
!C                DH - DIFFUSE IRRADIANCE              (MJ / SQ. METER)     
!C   NOTES    :   THE FUNCTION DIRMAX USES THE DISC BEAM MODEL TO           
!C                CALCULATE THE BEAM IRRADIANCE RETURNED. THE               
!C                ARGUMENT G IS AN ARRAY OF 3 VALUES. THE VALUES            
!C                ARE THE GLOBAL IRRADIANCE OF THE PREVIOUS READING,        
!C                THE CURRENT READING ,AND THE NEXT READING IN THAT         
!C                ORDER. THE ARGUMENT Z USES THE SAME FORMAT,EXCEPT         
!C                THE VALUES ARE THE RESPECTIVE SOLAR ZENITH ANGLES.        
!C                IF ANY OF THE G OR Z VALUES ARE NOT AVAILABLE OR          
!C                THE PREVIOUS OR NEXT READINGS DID NOT OCCUR WITHIN        
!C                1.5 HOURS OF THE CURRENT READING THEN THE VALUE           
!C                -999.0 SHOULD BE USED IN PLACE OF THE MISSING             
!C                ARGUMENT.                                                 
!C                THE CURRENT GLOBAL IRRADIANCE (G(2)) MUST HAVE A          
!C                VALUE. IF THE DEW POINT TEMPERATURE (TD) IS MISSING       
!C                THEN TD IS NOT USED TO FIND AN INDEX INTO THE             
!C                CORRECTION MATRIX (CM), INSTEAD A SPECIAL COLUMN IN       
!C                THE MATRIX IS USED. IF THE PREVIOUS GLOBAL                
!C                IRRADIANCE (G(1)) OR SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (Z(1)) AND        
!C                THE NEXT GLOBAL IRRADIANCE (G(3)) OR SOLAR ZENITH         
!C                ANGLE (Z(3)) ARE MISSING THEN DELTA KT' (DKT1) IS NOT     
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!C                USED TO FIND AN INDEX INTO THE CORRECTION MATRIX (CM),    
!C                INSTEAD A SPECIAL COLUMN IN THE MATRIX IS USED.           
!C                                                                          
!CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
      PROGRAM PEREZB 
      !DEC$ ATTRIBUTES DLLEXPORT :: PEREZB 
      IMPLICIT NONE 
      REAL:: IO,KNC,RTOD,TD,ALT,DH,DN,CALT,AIM,XKT,A,B,C,BMAX,DKT1,W,glo(24),sp(24),dp(24) 
    real :: dami0,dami1,dami2,dami3,dami4,tim,temp,humi,diff,EE,EP,rh,T,ew,e,y,G2 
      INTEGER I,J,K,L,II,iii,jjj,kkk 
     REAL G(3), Z(3), CM(6,6,7,5) ,CZ(3), ZENITH(3) , KT(3), AM(3)  & 
     ,KT1(3), KTBIN(6), ZBIN(6), DKTBIN(6), WBIN(4) 
      DATA KTBIN /0.24, 0.4, 0.56, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0/ 
      DATA ZBIN / 25.0, 40.0, 55.0, 70.0, 80.0, 90.0/ 
      DATA DKTBIN / 0.015, 0.035, 0.07, 0.15, 0.3, 1.0/ 
      DATA WBIN / 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,1.E+38 / 
      DATA RTOD / 57.295779513082316 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.385230, 0.385230, 0.385230, 0.462880, 0.317440, & 
          0.338390, 0.338390, 0.221270, 0.316730, 0.503650, & 
          0.235680, 0.235680, 0.241280, 0.157830, 0.269440, & 
          0.830130, 0.830130, 0.171970, 0.841070, 0.457370, & 
          0.548010, 0.548010, 0.478000, 0.966880, 1.036370, & 
          0.548010, 0.548010, 1.000000, 3.012370, 1.976540, & 
          0.582690, 0.582690, 0.229720, 0.892710, 0.569950 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.131280, 0.131280, 0.385460, 0.511070, 0.127940, & 
          0.223710, 0.223710, 0.193560, 0.304560, 0.193940, & 
          0.229970, 0.229970, 0.275020, 0.312730, 0.244610, & 
          0.090100, 0.184580, 0.260500, 0.687480, 0.579440, & 
          0.131530, 0.131530, 0.370190, 1.380350, 1.052270, & 
          1.116250, 1.116250, 0.928030, 3.525490, 2.316920, & 
          0.090100, 0.237000, 0.300040, 0.812470, 0.664970 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.587510, 0.130000, 0.400000, 0.537210, 0.832490, & 
          0.306210, 0.129830, 0.204460, 0.500000, 0.681640, & 
          0.224020, 0.260620, 0.334080, 0.501040, 0.350470, & 
          0.421540, 0.753970, 0.750660, 3.706840, 0.983790, & 
          0.706680, 0.373530, 1.245670, 0.864860, 1.992630, & 
          4.864400, 0.117390, 0.265180, 0.359180, 3.310820, & 
          0.392080, 0.493290, 0.651560, 1.932780, 0.898730 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, & 
          0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, & 
          3.241680, 2.500000, 2.291440, 2.291440, 2.291440, & 
          4.000000, 3.000000, 2.000000, 0.975430, 1.965570, & 
          12.494170, 12.494170, 8.000000, 5.083520, 8.792390, & 
          21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, & 
          3.241680, 12.494170, 1.620760, 1.375250, 2.331620 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, & 
          0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, & 
          3.241680, 2.500000, 2.291440, 2.291440, 2.291440, & 
          4.000000, 3.000000, 2.000000, 0.975430, 1.965570, & 
          12.494170, 12.494170, 8.000000, 5.083520, 8.792390, & 
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          21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, & 
          3.241680, 12.494170, 1.620760, 1.375250, 2.331620 / 
      DATA ((CM(1,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, 0.126970, & 
          0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, 0.810820, & 
          3.241680, 2.500000, 2.291440, 2.291440, 2.291440, & 
          4.000000, 3.000000, 2.000000, 0.975430, 1.965570, & 
          12.494170, 12.494170, 8.000000, 5.083520, 8.792390, & 
          21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, 21.744240, & 
          3.241680, 12.494170, 1.620760, 1.375250, 2.331620 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 0.969110, 1.097190, 1.116080, & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 0.969110, 1.116030, 0.623900, & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 1.530590, 1.024420, 0.908480, & 
          0.584040, 0.584040, 0.847250, 0.914940, 1.289300, & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 0.310240, 1.435020, 1.852830, & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 1.015010, 1.097190, 2.117230, & 
          0.337440, 0.337440, 0.969110, 1.145730, 1.476400 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.300000, 0.300000, 0.700000, 1.100000, 0.796940, & 
          0.219870, 0.219870, 0.526530, 0.809610, 0.649300, & 
          0.386650, 0.386650, 0.119320, 0.576120, 0.685460, & 
          0.746730, 0.399830, 0.470970, 0.986530, 0.785370, & 
          0.575420, 0.936700, 1.649200, 1.495840, 1.335590, & 
          1.319670, 4.002570, 1.276390, 2.644550, 2.518670, & 
          0.665190, 0.678910, 1.012360, 1.199940, 0.986580 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.378870, 0.974060, 0.500000, 0.491880, 0.665290, & 
          0.105210, 0.263470, 0.407040, 0.553460, 0.582590, & 
          0.312900, 0.345240, 1.144180, 0.854790, 0.612280, & 
          0.119070, 0.365120, 0.560520, 0.793720, 0.802600, & 
          0.781610, 0.837390, 1.270420, 1.537980, 1.292950, & 
          1.152290, 1.152290, 1.492080, 1.245370, 2.177100, & 
          0.424660, 0.529550, 0.966910, 1.033460, 0.958730 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.310590, 0.714410, 0.252450, 0.500000, 0.607600, & 
          0.975190, 0.363420, 0.500000, 0.400000, 0.502800, & 
          0.175580, 0.196250, 0.476360, 1.072470, 0.490510, & 
          0.719280, 0.698620, 0.657770, 1.190840, 0.681110, & 
          0.426240, 1.464840, 0.678550, 1.157730, 0.978430, & 
          2.501120, 1.789130, 1.387090, 2.394180, 2.394180, & 
          0.491640, 0.677610, 0.685610, 1.082400, 0.735410 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.597000, 0.500000, 0.300000, 0.310050, 0.413510, & 
          0.314790, 0.336310, 0.400000, 0.400000, 0.442460, & 
          0.166510, 0.460440, 0.552570, 1.000000, 0.461610, & 
          0.401020, 0.559110, 0.403630, 1.016710, 0.671490, & 
          0.400360, 0.750830, 0.842640, 1.802600, 1.023830, & 
          3.315300, 1.510380, 2.443650, 1.638820, 2.133990, & 
          0.530790, 0.745850, 0.693050, 1.458040, 0.804500 / 
      DATA ((CM(2,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.597000, 0.500000, 0.300000, 0.310050, 0.800920, & 
          0.314790, 0.336310, 0.400000, 0.400000, 0.237040, & 
          0.166510, 0.460440, 0.552570, 1.000000, 0.581990, & 
          0.401020, 0.559110, 0.403630, 1.016710, 0.898570, & 
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          0.400360, 0.750830, 0.842640, 1.802600, 3.400390, & 
          3.315300, 1.510380, 2.443650, 1.638820, 2.508780, & 
          0.204340, 1.157740, 2.003080, 2.622080, 1.409380 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.242210, 1.242210, 1.242210, 1.242210, 1.242210, & 
          0.056980, 0.056980, 0.656990, 0.656990, 0.925160, & 
          0.089090, 0.089090, 1.040430, 1.232480, 1.205300, & 
          1.053850, 1.053850, 1.399690, 1.084640, 1.233340, & 
          1.151540, 1.151540, 1.118290, 1.531640, 1.411840, & 
          1.494980, 1.494980, 1.700000, 1.800810, 1.671600, & 
          1.018450, 1.018450, 1.153600, 1.321890, 1.294670 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.700000, 0.700000, 1.023460, 0.700000, 0.945830, & 
          0.886300, 0.886300, 1.333620, 0.800000, 1.066620, & 
          0.902180, 0.902180, 0.954330, 1.126690, 1.097310, & 
          1.095300, 1.075060, 1.176490, 1.139470, 1.096110, & 
          1.201660, 1.201660, 1.438200, 1.256280, 1.198060, & 
          1.525850, 1.525850, 1.869160, 1.985410, 1.911590, & 
          1.288220, 1.082810, 1.286370, 1.166170, 1.119330 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.600000, 1.029910, 0.859890, 0.550000, 0.813600, & 
          0.604450, 1.029910, 0.859890, 0.656700, 0.928840, & 
          0.455850, 0.750580, 0.804930, 0.823000, 0.911000, & 
          0.526580, 0.932310, 0.908620, 0.983520, 0.988090, & 
          1.036110, 1.100690, 0.848380, 1.035270, 1.042380, & 
          1.048440, 1.652720, 0.900000, 2.350410, 1.082950, & 
          0.817410, 0.976160, 0.861300, 0.974780, 1.004580 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.782110, 0.564280, 0.600000, 0.600000, 0.665740,  & 
          0.894480, 0.680730, 0.541990, 0.800000, 0.669140, & 
          0.487460, 0.818950, 0.841830, 0.872540, 0.709040, & 
          0.709310, 0.872780, 0.908480, 0.953290, 0.844350, & 
          0.863920, 0.947770, 0.876220, 1.078750, 0.936910, & 
          1.280350, 0.866720, 0.769790, 1.078750, 0.975130, & 
          0.725420, 0.869970, 0.868810, 0.951190, 0.829220 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.791750, 0.654040, 0.483170, 0.409000, 0.597180,  & 
          0.566140, 0.948990, 0.971820, 0.653570, 0.718550, & 
          0.648710, 0.637730, 0.870510, 0.860600, 0.694300, & 
          0.637630, 0.767610, 0.925670, 0.990310, 0.847670, & 
          0.736380, 0.946060, 1.117590, 1.029340, 0.947020, & 
          1.180970, 0.850000, 1.050000, 0.950000, 0.888580, & 
          0.700560, 0.801440, 0.961970, 0.906140, 0.823880 / 
      DATA ((CM(3,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.500000, 0.500000, 0.586770, 0.470550, 0.629790,  & 
          0.500000, 0.500000, 1.056220, 1.260140, 0.658140, & 
          0.500000, 0.500000, 0.631830, 0.842620, 0.582780, & 
          0.554710, 0.734730, 0.985820, 0.915640, 0.898260, & 
          0.712510, 1.205990, 0.909510, 1.078260, 0.885610, & 
          1.899260, 1.559710, 1.000000, 1.150000, 1.120390, & 
          0.653880, 0.793120, 0.903320, 0.944070, 0.796130 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.000000, 1.000000, 1.050000, 1.170380, 1.178090,  & 
          0.960580, 0.960580, 1.059530, 1.179030, 1.131690, & 
          0.871470, 0.871470, 0.995860, 1.141910, 1.114600, & 
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          1.201590, 1.201590, 0.993610, 1.109380, 1.126320, & 
          1.065010, 1.065010, 0.828660, 0.939970, 1.017930, & 
          1.065010, 1.065010, 0.623690, 1.119620, 1.132260, & 
          1.071570, 1.071570, 0.958070, 1.114130, 1.127110 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.950000, 0.973390, 0.852520, 1.092200, 1.096590,  & 
          0.804120, 0.913870, 0.980990, 1.094580, 1.042420, & 
          0.737540, 0.935970, 0.999940, 1.056490, 1.050060, & 
          1.032980, 1.034540, 0.968460, 1.032080, 1.015780, & 
          0.900000, 0.977210, 0.945960, 1.008840, 0.969960, & 
          0.600000, 0.750000, 0.750000, 0.844710, 0.899100, & 
          0.926800, 0.965030, 0.968520, 1.044910, 1.032310 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.850000, 1.029710, 0.961100, 1.055670, 1.009700,  & 
          0.818530, 0.960010, 0.996450, 1.081970, 1.036470, & 
          0.765380, 0.953500, 0.948260, 1.052110, 1.000140, & 
          0.775610, 0.909610, 0.927800, 0.987800, 0.952100, & 
          1.000990, 0.881880, 0.875950, 0.949100, 0.893690, & 
          0.902370, 0.875960, 0.807990, 0.942410, 0.917920, & 
          0.856580, 0.928270, 0.946820, 1.032260, 0.972990 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.750000, 0.857930, 0.983800, 1.056540, 0.980240,  & 
          0.750000, 0.987010, 1.013730, 1.133780, 1.038250, & 
          0.800000, 0.947380, 1.012380, 1.091270, 0.999840, & 
          0.800000, 0.914550, 0.908570, 0.999190, 0.915230, & 
          0.778540, 0.800590, 0.799070, 0.902180, 0.851560, & 
          0.680190, 0.317410, 0.507680, 0.388910, 0.646710, & 
          0.794920, 0.912780, 0.960830, 1.057110, 0.947950 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.750000, 0.833890, 0.867530, 1.059890, 0.932840,  & 
          0.979700, 0.971470, 0.995510, 1.068490, 1.030150, & 
          0.858850, 0.987920, 1.043220, 1.108700, 1.044900, & 
          0.802400, 0.955110, 0.911660, 1.045070, 0.944470, & 
          0.884890, 0.766210, 0.885390, 0.859070, 0.818190, & 
          0.615680, 0.700000, 0.850000, 0.624620, 0.669300, & 
          0.835570, 0.946150, 0.977090, 1.049350, 0.979970 / 
      DATA ((CM(4,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.689220, 0.809600, 0.900000, 0.789500, 0.853990,  & 
          0.854660, 0.852840, 0.938200, 0.923110, 0.955010, & 
          0.938600, 0.932980, 1.010390, 1.043950, 1.041640, & 
          0.843620, 0.981300, 0.951590, 0.946100, 0.966330, & 
          0.694740, 0.814690, 0.572650, 0.400000, 0.726830, & 
          0.211370, 0.671780, 0.416340, 0.297290, 0.498050, & 
          0.843540, 0.882330, 0.911760, 0.898420, 0.960210 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.054880, 1.075210, 1.068460, 1.153370, 1.069220,  & 
          1.000000, 1.062220, 1.013470, 1.088170, 1.046200, & 
          0.885090, 0.993530, 0.942590, 1.054990, 1.012740, & 
          0.920000, 0.950000, 0.978720, 1.020280, 0.984440, & 
          0.850000, 0.908500, 0.839940, 0.985570, 0.962180, & 
          0.800000, 0.800000, 0.810080, 0.950000, 0.961550, & 
          1.038590, 1.063200, 1.034440, 1.112780, 1.037800 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.017610, 1.028360, 1.058960, 1.133180, 1.045620,  & 
          0.920000, 0.998970, 1.033590, 1.089030, 1.022060, & 
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          0.912370, 0.949930, 0.979770, 1.020420, 0.981770, & 
          0.847160, 0.935300, 0.930540, 0.955050, 0.946560, & 
          0.880260, 0.867110, 0.874130, 0.972650, 0.883420, & 
          0.627150, 0.627150, 0.700000, 0.774070, 0.845130, & 
          0.973700, 1.006240, 1.026190, 1.071960, 1.017240 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.028710, 1.017570, 1.025900, 1.081790, 1.024240,  & 
          0.924980, 0.985500, 1.014100, 1.092210, 0.999610, & 
          0.828570, 0.934920, 0.994950, 1.024590, 0.949710, & 
          0.900810, 0.901330, 0.928830, 0.979570, 0.913100, & 
          0.761030, 0.845150, 0.805360, 0.936790, 0.853460, & 
          0.626400, 0.546750, 0.730500, 0.850000, 0.689050, & 
          0.957630, 0.985480, 0.991790, 1.050220, 0.987900 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.992730, 0.993880, 1.017150, 1.059120, 1.017450,  & 
          0.975610, 0.987160, 1.026820, 1.075440, 1.007250, & 
          0.871090, 0.933190, 0.974690, 0.979840, 0.952730, & 
          0.828750, 0.868090, 0.834920, 0.905510, 0.871530, & 
          0.781540, 0.782470, 0.767910, 0.764140, 0.795890, & 
          0.743460, 0.693390, 0.514870, 0.630150, 0.715660, & 
          0.934760, 0.957870, 0.959640, 0.972510, 0.981640 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.965840, 0.941240, 0.987100, 1.022540, 1.011160,  & 
          0.988630, 0.994770, 0.976590, 0.950000, 1.034840, & 
          0.958200, 1.018080, 0.974480, 0.920000, 0.989870, & 
          0.811720, 0.869090, 0.812020, 0.850000, 0.821050, & 
          0.682030, 0.679480, 0.632450, 0.746580, 0.738550, & 
          0.668290, 0.445860, 0.500000, 0.678920, 0.696510, & 
          0.926940, 0.953350, 0.959050, 0.876210, 0.991490 / 
      DATA ((CM(5,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.948940, 0.997760, 0.850000, 0.826520, 0.998470,  & 
          1.017860, 0.970000, 0.850000, 0.700000, 0.988560, & 
          1.000000, 0.950000, 0.850000, 0.606240, 0.947260, & 
          1.000000, 0.746140, 0.751740, 0.598390, 0.725230, & 
          0.922210, 0.500000, 0.376800, 0.517110, 0.548630, & 
          0.500000, 0.450000, 0.429970, 0.404490, 0.539940, & 
          0.960430, 0.881630, 0.775640, 0.596350, 0.937680 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,1,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.030000, 1.040000, 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.049510,  & 
          1.050000, 0.990000, 0.990000, 0.950000, 0.996530, & 
          1.050000, 0.990000, 0.990000, 0.820000, 0.971940, & 
          1.050000, 0.790000, 0.880000, 0.820000, 0.951840, & 
          1.000000, 0.530000, 0.440000, 0.710000, 0.928730, & 
          0.540000, 0.470000, 0.500000, 0.550000, 0.773950, & 
          1.038270, 0.920180, 0.910930, 0.821140, 1.034560 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,2,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.041020, 0.997520, 0.961600, 1.000000, 1.035780,  & 
          0.948030, 0.980000, 0.900000, 0.950360, 0.977460, & 
          0.950000, 0.977250, 0.869270, 0.800000, 0.951680, & 
          0.951870, 0.850000, 0.748770, 0.700000, 0.883850, & 
          0.900000, 0.823190, 0.727450, 0.600000, 0.839870, & 
          0.850000, 0.805020, 0.692310, 0.500000, 0.788410, & 
          1.010090, 0.895270, 0.773030, 0.816280, 1.011680 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,3,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          1.022450, 1.004600, 0.983650, 1.000000, 1.032940,  & 
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          0.943960, 0.999240, 0.983920, 0.905990, 0.978150, & 
          0.936240, 0.946480, 0.850000, 0.850000, 0.930320, & 
          0.816420, 0.885000, 0.644950, 0.817650, 0.865310, & 
          0.742960, 0.765690, 0.561520, 0.700000, 0.827140, & 
          0.643870, 0.596710, 0.474460, 0.600000, 0.651200, & 
          0.971740, 0.940560, 0.714880, 0.864380, 1.001650 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,4,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.995260, 0.977010, 1.000000, 1.000000, 1.035250,  & 
          0.939810, 0.975250, 0.939980, 0.950000, 0.982550, & 
          0.876870, 0.879440, 0.850000, 0.900000, 0.917810, & 
          0.873480, 0.873450, 0.751470, 0.850000, 0.863040, & 
          0.761470, 0.702360, 0.638770, 0.750000, 0.783120, & 
          0.734080, 0.650000, 0.600000, 0.650000, 0.715660, & 
          0.942160, 0.919100, 0.770340, 0.731170, 0.995180 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,5,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.952560, 0.916780, 0.920000, 0.900000, 1.005880,  & 
          0.928620, 0.994420, 0.900000, 0.900000, 0.983720, & 
          0.913070, 0.850000, 0.850000, 0.800000, 0.924280, & 
          0.868090, 0.807170, 0.823550, 0.600000, 0.844520, & 
          0.769570, 0.719870, 0.650000, 0.550000, 0.733500, & 
          0.580250, 0.650000, 0.600000, 0.500000, 0.628850, & 
          0.904770, 0.852650, 0.708370, 0.493730, 0.949030 / 
      DATA ((CM(6,6,I,J),J=1,5),I=1,7) / & 
          0.911970, 0.800000, 0.800000, 0.800000, 0.956320,  & 
          0.912620, 0.682610, 0.750000, 0.700000, 0.950110, & 
          0.653450, 0.659330, 0.700000, 0.600000, 0.856110, & 
          0.648440, 0.600000, 0.641120, 0.500000, 0.695780, & 
          0.570000, 0.550000, 0.598800, 0.400000, 0.560150, & 
          0.475230, 0.500000, 0.518640, 0.339970, 0.520230, & 
          0.743440, 0.592190, 0.603060, 0.316930, 0.794390 / 
 
IO=4.921 
ALT=30. 
 
open(11,file='CSWD0725(p).csv') 
open(22,file='CSWD0725gdp.csv') 
 
read(11,*) 
read(11,*) 
 
#do kkk=1,31 
write(22,*)0.,0.,0. 
 
#read(11,*) 
 do jjj=1,22 
 
  !read(11,*)dami0,G(1),dami1,dami2,dami3,dami4,Z(1) 
  !read(11,*)tim,G(2),diff,dami0,temp,humi,Z(2) 
  !read(11,*)dami0,G(3),dami1,dami2,dami3,dami4,Z(3) 
 
  read(11,*)Z(1),G(1),dami1,dami2,dami3 
  read(11,*)Z(2),G(2),diff,temp,rh 
  read(11,*)Z(3),G(3),dami1,dami2,dami3 
 
#write(*,*)G(2),Z(2) 
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  G(1)=G(1)*3600./10.**(6.) 
  G(2)=G(2)*3600./10.**(6.) 
  G(3)=G(3)*3600./10.**(6.) 
  !temp=temp/10. 
  !humi=humi/10000. 
  !diff=diff*1.16 
#---------------------------- TD calculation ------------------------ 
#EE = 6.11*10.**(7.5*temp/(237.3+temp)) 
#EP = 1013.25*(29.*humi/(29.*humi+18.)) 
#rh = EP/EE*100. 
 T  = temp+273.15 
 ew = exp(-6096.9385*(T**(-1.))+21.2409642-2.711193*(10.**(-2.))*T & 
      +1.673952*(10.**(-5.))*(T**2.)+2.433502*log(T))   
 e  = rh/100.*ew 
 y  = log(e/611.213) 
 if (y>=0.)then 
 
 TD = 13.715*y+8.4262*10.**(-1.)*y**2.+ & 
            1.9048*10.**(-2.)*y**3.+ & 
            7.8158*10.**(-3.)*y**4. 
 
 else if (y<0.)then 
 
 TD = 13.7204*y+7.36631*10.**(-1.)*y**2.+ & 
             3.32136*10.**(-2.)*y**3.+ & 
             7.78591*10.**(-4.)*y**4. 
 
 end if 
 
  Z(1)=(90.-Z(1))*acos(-1.)/180. 
  Z(2)=(90.-Z(2))*acos(-1.)/180. 
  Z(3)=(90.-Z(3))*acos(-1.)/180. 
#write(*,*)Z(1),Z(2),Z(3) 
#write(*,*)G(2),Z(2),TD 
#write(*,*)TD,IO,ALT 
      IF ((G(2) .LT.0.01) .OR. (Z(2) .GE. 90./RTOD)) THEN 
     DN = 0.0 
#WRITE(*,*)'DN= ',DN 
 
          DH = G(2) 
#        RETURN 
      END IF 
      CALT = EXP(-0.0001184*ALT) 
      J = 1 
      K = 3 
      IF ( (G(1) .EQ. -999.0) .OR. ( Z(1) .EQ. -999.0 )) THEN 
          J = 2 
          KT1(1) = -999.0 
      END IF 
      IF ( (G(3) .EQ. -999.0) .OR. ( Z(3) .EQ. -999.0 )) THEN 
          K = 2 
          KT1(3) = -999.0 
      END IF 
      DO I=J,K,1 
          CZ(I) = COS( Z(I) ) 
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          IF ( CZ(I) .LT. 0.0 ) THEN 
              KT1(I) = -999.0     
          ELSE 
              ZENITH(I) = Z(I) * RTOD 
              KT(I) = G(I) / (IO * MAX(0.052336,CZ(I)))  !CLEARNESS INDEX 
              AM(I) = AMIN1(15.25,1. / (CZ(I)+0.15 * & 
                     (93.885 - ZENITH(I))**(-1.253))) 
              KT1(I) = KT(I) / (1.031 * & 
                      EXP(-1.4 / (0.9 + 9.4 / (AM(I) * CALT))) + 0.1) 
          END IF 
      ENDDO 
      AIM=AM(2) 
      XKT=KT(2) 
      KNC=.866+AIM*(-.122+AIM*(.0121+AIM*(-.000653+AIM*.000014))) 
      IF (XKT.LE..6) THEN 
      A=.512+XKT*(-1.56+XKT*(2.286-XKT*2.222)) 
      B=.37+.962*XKT 
      C=-.28+XKT*(.932-XKT*2.048) 
      ELSE 
      A=-5.743+XKT*(21.77+XKT*(-27.49+XKT*11.56)) 
      B=41.4+XKT*(-118.5+XKT*(66.05+XKT*31.9)) 
      C=-47.01+XKT*(184.2+XKT*(-222.+XKT*73.81)) 
      END IF 
#WRITE(*,*)'DN= ',DN 
 
      BMAX = KNC - (A + B * EXP(C * AIM)) 
      IF ( BMAX .LT. 0.0 ) THEN  
          DN = 0.0 
          DH = G(2) 
#         RETURN 
      END IF 
      IF (( KT1(1) .EQ. -999.0 ) .AND. ( KT1(3) .EQ. -999.0 )) THEN 
          K = 7 
      ELSE 
          IF ( KT1(1) .EQ. -999.0 ) THEN 
              DKT1 = ABS(KT1(3) - KT1(2)) 
          ELSE 
              IF ( KT1(3) .EQ. -999.0 ) THEN 
              DKT1 = ABS(KT1(2) - KT1(1)) 
              ELSE 
              DKT1 = (ABS(KT1(2) - KT1(1)) + ABS(KT1(3) - KT1(2))) / 2.0 
              END IF 
          END IF 
          DO 110 K=1,6,1 
              IF ( (K .EQ. 6) .OR. (DKT1 .LT. DKTBIN(K)) ) GOTO 111 
110       CONTINUE 
      END IF 
111   DO 120 I=1,6,1 
          IF ( (I .EQ. 6) .OR. (KT1(2) .LT. KTBIN(I)) ) GOTO 121 
120   CONTINUE 
121   DO 130 J=1,6,1 
          IF ( (J .EQ. 6) .OR. (ZENITH(2) .LT. ZBIN(J)) ) GOTO 131 
130   CONTINUE 
131   IF ( TD .EQ. -999.0 ) THEN 
          L = 5 
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      ELSE 
          W = EXP( -0.075 + 0.07 * TD ) 
          DO 140 L=1,4,1 
              IF ( (L .EQ. 4) .OR. (W .LT. WBIN(L)) ) GOTO 141 
140       CONTINUE 
      END IF 
141   DN = IO * BMAX * CM(I,J,K,L) 
      DH = G(2) - DN*MAX(0.052336,COS(Z(2))) ! sinh .ge. 3deg. 
 
#WRITE(*,*)DN 
  if (DH<0.) then 
  DH = 0. 
  end if 
  if (DH>G(2)) then 
  DH = G(2) 
  end if 
 
  DH=DH/3600.*10.**(6.) 
  G2=G(2)/3600.*10.**(6.) 
 WRITE(22,'(3f12.3)')G2,diff,DH 
  backspace(11) 
  backspace(11) 
 end do 
write(22,*)0.,0.,0. 
write(22,*)' ' 
read(11,*) 
read(11,*) 
#end do 
 
close(11) 
close(22) 
 
END PROGRAM PEREZB 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅵ.  Appendix F 
The program for Dynamic Global to Direct Conversion Models by Uda 
 
program udagawa 
implicit none 
 
real    :: G,dif,h,kt,kc,dn,uda 
integer :: i 
 
open(11,file='CSWD_Original of Uda .csv') 
open(22,file='CSWD_New of Uda.csv') 
 do i=1,24 
  read(11,*)h,G,dif 
  h=h*acos(-1.)/180. 
   kt=G/1367./sin(h) 
   kc=0.5163+0.333*sin(h)+0.00803*sin(h)**(2.) 
  if (kt>=kc) then 
   dn = (-0.43+1.43*kt)*1367. 
  else if (kt<kc)then 
   dn=(2.277-1.258*sin(h)+0.2396*sin(h)**(2.))*kt**(3.)*1367. 
  end if 
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   uda = G-dn*sin(h) 
write(22,'(3f12.3)')G,dif,uda 
 end do 
close(11) 
close(22) 
end program udagawa 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅶ.  Appendix G 
The program for igawa_m calculation 
 
program igawa_m 
implicit none 
 
real::h,eeg,eed 
integer::i,j 
real::seeg,kc,ce,ces,cle,m 
real::skc,scle,akc,acle 
 
open(11,file='osaka1h20100826.csv') 
open(12,file='igawa_m_kc_cle.csv') 
 
skc=0 
scle=0 
 
do i=1,24 
read(11,*)h,eeg,eed 
if(h<0) then 
h=0 
end if 
if(eeg<0) then 
eeg=0 
end if 
if(eed<0) then 
eed=0 
end if 
 
h=h*acos(-1.)/180. 
m = 1/(cos(h) + 0.50572 * (96.07995 - h )**(-1.6364)) 
 
seeg=.84*1367./m*exp(-.0675*m) 
kc=eeg/seeg 
ce=eed/eeg 
ces=.01299+.07698*m-.003857*m**2.+.0001054*m**3.-.000001031*m**4. 
cle=(1.-ce)/(1.-ces) 
 
write(12,'(3f12.3)')m,kc,cle 
 
skc=skc+kc 
scle=scle+cle 
 
end do 
 
akc=skc/24 
acle=scle/24 
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write(*,*)akc,acle 
 
close(11) 
close(12) 
 
end program igawa_m 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅷ.  Appendix H 
The program for Authors’ refinement method of CSWD 
 
program authors’ refinement method 
implicit none 
 
real          :: G        
real          :: Gk      
real          :: H        
real          :: Hk       
real          :: R        
real          :: k        
real          :: sumk    
real          :: sumH    
real          :: sumG     
real          :: sumHr   
real          :: sumGr   
real          :: Ra       
real          :: Rar     
integer       :: i,j,m 
integer,parameter:: n=24,mm=2 
real          :: v(n,mm) 
 
 
open(11,file='CSWD0602Y.csv') 
open(12,file='CSWD0602_Refinement.csv') 
 
do i = 1,n 
 read(11,*)(v(i,m),m=1,mm) 
end do 
 
sumk = 0. 
sumHr = 0. 
sumGr = 0. 
sumH = 219.08 
sumG = 8111.1 
 
do j =1,n 
 
 R = v(j,2)/v(j,1) 
 
if (R<0.5 .and. v(j,1)>0) then 
    sumk = sumk + v(j,2) 
else 
end if 
 
end do 
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 k = 1 + (3998.692/sumk) 
write(*,*)k 
 
do m = 1,n 
 R = v(m,2)/v(m,1) 
 
if (R<0.5 .and. v(m,1)>0) then 
 Hk = k * v(m,2) 
Gk = v(m,1) 
 
#if (G=0.) then 
#Gk=0 
#Hk=0 
 
else 
 Hk = v(m,2) 
 Gk = v(m,1) 
end if 
 
write (12,'(2f12.2)')Gk, Hk 
 
 sumHr = sumHr + Hk 
 sumGr = sumGr + Gk 
  
end do 
 Ra = sumH/sumG 
 Rar = sumHr/sumGr 
write(*,*)Ra, Rar 
 
close(11) 
close(12) 
 
end program 
 
 
 Ⅸ.  Appendix I 
The program for MBE and RMS calculation 
 
program MBE and RMS 
implicit none 
 
integer,parameter :: n=24,mm=2 
real              :: v(n,mm) 
real              :: MBE, RMS 
integer           :: i,j,m 
MBE=0 
RMS=0 
 
open(11,file='Diffuse irradiance(igawa_perez20100826).csv') 
open(12,file='MBE-RMS(ig_perez20100826).csv') 
 
do i= 1,n 
   read(11,*)(v(i,m),m=1,mm) 
end do 
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do j= 1,n 
 
   MBE = MBE + (v(j,2)-v(j,1)) 
   RMS = RMS + (v(j,2)-v(j,1))**2. 
end do  
 
MBE = MBE/23 
RMS = sqrt(RMS/23) 
 
write(12,'(2f12.6)')MBE, RMS 
 
end program MBE and RMS 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅹ.  Appendix J  
The program for sun locations by yamazaki 
 
program sun 
implicit none 
 
real :: del,et,long,yn,d,tt,d2,d3,t1,t2,rad,del0,e,eo,ep,am,dm,v,sd,ak,et1,et2,nt,t,lat,a,h,sina,cosa 
integer :: yy,mm,dd,m1,i,hour,min,sec,nth,ntm,nts 
integer,dimension(12) :: m 
data m/31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31/ 
 
yy=1999 
 
mm=11 
dd=14 
write(*,*)yy,'/',mm,'/',dd 
do hour=0,23 
do min=0,59 
do sec=0,59 
 
!long=121.4779 
!long=139.+44./60.+40.9/3600.         
!lat=31.2857 
!long=135.504 
!lat=34.594 
long=121.4779 
lat=31.2857 
 
tt=real(hour)+real(min)/60.+real(sec)/3600. 
yn=float(yy)-1900. 
d2=aint((yn-1.)/4.) 
d3=aint(yn/4.) 
m(2)=m(2)+ifix(d3-d2) 
d=float(dd)+(yn-30.)*1.1574E-05 
d=d+(tt-12.)/24.-long/15./24. 
m1=mm-1 
if(m1.lt.1) goto 11 
do 10 i=1,m1 
10 d=d+float(m(i)) 
11 continue 
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t1=(365.*yn+d2+d)/36525. 
t2=t1**2. 
rad=1.74533E-02 
 
del0=-(23.4522+(9.44E-05-1.30125E-02*t1-1.64E-06*t2+5.E-07*t1*t2))*rad 
!del0(2000) 
del0=-23.4393*rad 
e=.01675+(1.04E-06-4.18E-05*t1-1.26E-07*t2) 
 
eo=11.+(.220833+t1+(.719175*t1+.000453*t2)) 
ep=eo*rad 
 
am=.985*d+(-1.524-.255*yn+.985*d2+(6.00267E-04*(d2+d)-9.02579E-04*yn-.00015*t2-1.667E-04)) 
am=am*rad 
 
dm=9.93502E-05*(1.-e*(cos(am)-2.*e*sin(am)**2.)) 
am=am-dm 
 
v=(2.-.25*e**2.)*e*sin(am)+1.25*e**2.*sin(2.*am)+13./12.*e**3.*sin(3.*am)+am 
 
sd=cos(v+ep)*sin(del0) 
del=atan(sd/sqrt(1.-sd**2.)) 
 
ak=(1.-cos(del0))/(1.+cos(del0)) 
et1=am-v 
et2=-atan(ak*sin(2.*(v+ep))/(1.-ak*cos(2.*(v+ep)))) 
et=et1+et2 
!write(*,*)et 
 
et=et*3.81972 
 
!write(*,*)del 
!write(*,*)et 
if (tt==12.) then 
nt=12.-et-((121.4779)-120.)/15.   
end if 
!write(*,*)nt 
 
t=(((tt+(long-120.)*4./60.)+et)-12.)*15. 
!write(*,*)t 
t=t*acos(-1.)/180. 
lat=lat*acos(-1.)/180. 
 
h=asin(sin(lat)*sin(del)+cos(lat)*cos(del)*cos(t)) 
 
sina=cos(del)*sin(t)/cos(h) 
cosa=(sin(h)*sin(lat)-sin(del))/(cos(h)*cos(lat)) 
 
if (sina>0. .and. cosa<0.)then 
 
a=atan(sina/cosa)+acos(-1.) 
 
else if (sina<0. .and. cosa<0.)then 
 
a=atan(sina/cosa)-acos(-1.) 
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else 
 
a=atan(sina/cosa) 
 
end if 
 
h=h*180./acos(-1.) 
a=a*180./acos(-1.) 
 
if (sec==0 .and. min==0)then 
!write(*,*)hour,':',min,':',sec,'  ',h,' ',a 
!write(*,*)h 
end if 
end do 
end do 
end do 
 
nth=int(nt) 
ntm=int((nt-nth)*60.) 
nts=int(anint(((nt-nth)*60.-ntm)*60.)) 
 
write(*,*)yy,'/',mm,'/',dd,',',nth,':',ntm,':',nts,et 
 
!end do 
!end do 
return 
 
end program sun 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅺ.  Appendix K  
The program for reading power consumption with 30 minutes interval 
 
program yuan 
implicit none 
 
integer :: i, j, k, l 
real :: dat(1:24) 
character(len = 400) :: ch 
character(len = 10) :: ch1 
character(len = 5) :: ch2 
 
open(11, file="TRDGR1(SCS1)_130531.csv") 
open(12, file="SCS1_130531.csv") 
 
do i = 1, 5 
 read(11,"( a )") ch 
end do 
 
do k =1, 48 
 read(11,*) ch1, ch2, (dat(l), l = 1, 24) 
 write(12,*) ch1,' ', ch2,(dat(l), l = 1, 24) 
 do j = 1, 29 
  read(11,"( a )") ch 
 end do 
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end do 
 
close (11) 
close (12) 
 
end program yuan 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅻ.  Appendix L 
The program for converting the RGB graph to GRAY gragh  
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "opgls.ft" 
#include    <iostream> 
#include    <string> 
using namespace std; 
 
unsigned  char dat[1024*1024*3]; 
int         cm, wide, hite; 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv){ 
  
 unsigned  char r, g, b, gray; 
 int  x, y;     
  
 for(int d=0;d<30;d++) 
 { 
 for(int h=0;h<15;h++) 
 { 
  for(int m=0;m<6;m++) 
  { 
char caise[128]="C:¥¥Program Files¥¥Microsoft Visual Studio¥¥MyProjects¥¥ecomiyyo¥¥201108c¥¥"; 
char heibai[128]="C:¥¥Program Files¥¥Microsoft Visual Studio¥¥MyProjects¥¥ecomiyyo¥¥201108m¥¥"; 
char yearmonth[128]="201108"; 
chardate[30][50]={"01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","16","17","18","19","20",
"21","22","23","24","25","26","27","28","29","30"}; 
charhour[15][50]={"05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","16","17","18","19"}; 
char minute[6][50]={"00","10","20","30","40","50"}; 
char hoka[128]="room3.bmp"; 
strcat(minute[m],hoka); 
strcat(hour[h],minute[m]); 
strcat(date[d],hour[h]); 
strcat(yearmonth,date[d]); 
strcat(caise,yearmonth); 
strcat(heibai,yearmonth); 
         
printf("%s",caise); 
printf("¥n"); 
   
loadbmpfile (caise, &cm, &hite, &wide, dat); 
for (y=0; y<hite; y++) for(x=0; x<wide; x++){ 
 b = dat[(y*wide+x)*3];    
 g = dat[(y*wide+x)*3+1];    
 r = dat[(y*wide+x)*3+2];   
        gray = 0.114*b + 0.587*g + 0.299*r;  
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dat[(y*wide+x)*3]=gray;    
dat[(y*wide+x)*3+1]=gray;    
dat[(y*wide+x)*3+2]=gray; 
         
glcolor (gray, gray, gray);    
}  
glflush ( ); 
savebmpfile(heibai,cm,hite,wide,dat); 
} 
} 
} 
system("pause"); 
return  0; 
}  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Ⅼ.  Appendix M  
The program for calculating the frequency distribution of gradation and the 
overtime outside the class   
 
#include <stdio.h>     
#include "opgls.ft" an 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include<fstream> 
using namespace std; 
#define MAXLINE 100000 
#define BUFLEN 1024 
 
unsigned  char dat [1024*1024*3]; 
int        cm, wide, hite; 
int         hist[256]; 
int             r;  
int             i=0; 
float           f=0; 
 
/*void normalize (void){ 
int  j, gmx = 0;     
 
for (j=0; j<256; j++){ 
if (hist[j] > gmx){ 
gmx = hist[j]; 
r = j; 
} 
} 
}*/ 
 
int main (int  argc, char  **argv){ 
   
int   array[29][90]={0}; 
int   r,s,p,u; 
 
for(int d=0;d<29;d++) 
{ 
for(int h=0;h<15;h++) 
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{ 
for(int m=0;m<5;m++) 
{ 
char heibai[128]=""; 
char yearmonth[128]="201107"; 
chardate[29][50]={"03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","16","17","18","19","20","21","22",
"23","24","25","26","27","28","29","30","31"}; 
char hour[15][50]={"05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","16","17","18","19"}; 
char minute[5][50]={"10","20","30","40","50"}; 
char hoka[128]="room3.bmp"; 
strcat(minute[m],hoka); 
strcat(hour[h],minute[m]); 
strcat(date[d],hour[h]); 
strcat(yearmonth,date[d]); 
strcat(heibai,yearmonth); 
loadbmpfile (heibai, &cm, &hite, &wide, dat); 
int  j, x, y; 
for (j=0; j<256; j++) hist[j] = 0;  
for (y=0; y<hite; y++) for(x=0; x<wide; x++){ 
hist[dat[y*wide+x]]++;     
  } 
int  n, gmx = 0;     
for (n=0; n<256; n++){ 
if (hist[n] > gmx){ 
gmx = hist[n]; 
r = n; 
} 
} 
u=6*h+m; 
array[d][u]=r; 
i++; 
printf("%d ",array[d][u]);printf("%d¥n",i); 
} 
} 
} 
int schedule[29][90]={6}; 
intmonday[90]={6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6
0,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6
,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6}; 
inttuesday[90]={6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6
0,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6
,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6}; 
intwednesday[90]={6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60, 
60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6
0,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6}; 
intthrusday[90]={6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60, 
60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6
0,60,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6}; 
intfriday[90]={6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6
0,60,60,6,6,6,6,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,60,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,
6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6,6}; 
   
for(int w=0;w<90;w++) for(int ww=0;ww<29;ww++){ 
schedule[ww][w]=monday[w]; 
} 
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printf("Room3's electric power is 32W*10=320W=0.32KW.¥n"); 
 
for(int e=0;e<29;e++) 
{ 
float l=0,k=0,q=0; 
for(p=0;p<90;p++) 
{  
if(array[e][p]-schedule[e][p]>60) q=q+1; 
} 
q=q*10; 
l=q/60; 
k=0.32*l; 
f=f+k; 
printf("%0.2fh and %0.2fKW/h is over used on 08/%d.",l,k,e+1);  
printf("¥n"); 
 } 
printf("The over used electric power is %0.2fKW/h during July.",f); 
 
fstream fs; 
fs.open("ppeakvalue07.txt",ios_base::out); 
for(int x = 0;  x<=89; x++) 
{ 
for(int c = 0;  c<=29; c++) 
  { 
fs<<array[c][x]; 
fs<<'¥t'; 
if(c==29) fs<<'¥n'; 
} 
} 
fs.close(); 
 
FILE *out = fopen("peakvalue07.csv", "w"); 
for(int v = 0;  v<=89; v++) 
{ 
for(int b = 0;  b<=29; b++) 
{ 
if(b!=29) fprintf(out, "%d,", array[b][v]); 
if(b==29)  fprintf(out, "%d,¥n", array[b][v]); 
}      
}     
system("pause"); 
return  0; 
} 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
